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Abstract
Th e purpose of this eval uatio n was to assess the National Coaching Certi fica tion Program
(NCCP) technical level two co mpooem: for the sport of judo. The review oftbe
literature provided background of theNCC P. the sport of judo and the evaluation
method olo gies that were considered and/or usedin the evaluation. A modified version of
Stake 's (1995) responsive evaluation model was usedas a guide in the project. The
model wasusedbecause o f its flexibili ty. use ofaudience concerns. as we ll as its
standards deve lopmcnL Quantitative andqualitative datawere gathered from all
provinces andterritori es in Canadaover a period of a year and a baIf. The stakeholders
were iden tified anddivided into two groups.primary (expert) and seco ndary (Ievel twe]
coaches. Theevaluation itse lf was separated into two phases. In phase one the primary
stakehold ers set the standards . In phase two the primary andsecondary stakeholders
evaluated the existing course by applying the standardsfrom phase one . The consensus
amon g all stakeholders was that the course was meeting the standards ; however. they did
offer recomm endati ons for impro vement of lbe National Coaching Certification Program..
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CHAPTER I
Background of the Study
Introduction
The basis of'this study was to conduct an evaluation ofone component of the coaching
education program for the spon ofjudo. The program is jointly sponsored by the Coaching
Association of Canada, underit's National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP) and the
coaching committee of Judo Canada. The purposes of the study were to ascertain the usefulness
of the Level Two Technical coaching course for judo , and to build a framework on which to
evaluate other courses in this and other sports . With this in mind, chapter one discusses the
concept of coaching education in Canada from its broad historic perspective to the founding and
development of the NCCP. and how coaching sport in Canada can be reflected in the more
modem form of the art and sport ofjudo.
T he Pr ogram
The National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP) wasestablished in 19n, and since
that time it has trained over 500.000 coaches from across Canada. The purpose ofthe program is
to train Canadian coaches in ail sports to meet the increased needs ofCanadiao athletes . One of
the goals of the NCCP is to ensure the competence of coac hes by requiring the attainment of
certain predetermined progressive standards for each leve l of the training programs.
Injudo there are 1434 coaches invo lved in the NCCP program. Fifty-eight percent [58%]
of these are certified at level 1, twe nty-six percent [26%] at level two. and only five percent [5%]
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at level three (NCCP . February 1996). The figures listed above reflect all ten provinces and one
territory. the Yukon. As weU, there were threecoaches participating in the program from the
United States
The program consists of five levels. each designed to offer progressive components of
expertise eventually leading to certification. Levels one through three are designed for coaches
who train recreational and developing athletes, or athletes who compete up to and including
provincial teams. Levels' four and five are designed for the training of elite athletes of national
and international caliber .
Each level hasthree components: theory, technical and practicaL The theory courses arc
offered by NCCP representatives in all provinces and territories and are generic to all sports. The
technical components are developed and offered by the National Sports Governing Bodies
(NSGB) in each of the individual sports. The practical components entail coaches putting into
practice what they have learned in the theory and technical components by coaching for a
predetermined number of hours. When the time requirements arc fulfilled . certification is
granted after an evaluation process by the NSGB. To be fully certified at a given level, all three
components - theory. technical and practical must becompleted . Table l .Lgivee an example of
a coach who hascompleted all threecomponents of level two. but only theory and technical at
level three. This coach is certified at level two.
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Table 1.1 NCCP Course Certific.tioDReqa irem eDts
Level
I
2
3
4
5
NCCP Certification Requ irem ents
Theory Tft:hn ical. Practical
., ., .,
., ., .,
., .,
Certified
C
C
Since its inception in 1972 and with one revision in 1989. the NCCP has bad hundreds of
thousands ofdollars al located in research and deve lopmen t (Robinson, 1993). The fundswere
alloca ted to the different Spo rt Go verning Bodies to develop technical courses that were spo rt
specific . In the spring of 1996 theNCCP did an overal l evaluation of tbe program in order to
effec t positive changes in all programs . The Coaching Association of Canada (CAe) released
only the preliminary report. In May 1997. the evaluation committee made itsmotions for change
to the National Coaching Certification Council (NCCC). To ensure that changes will be positive .
the evaluation must bedone at all five levels of the NCCP program and in all the participating
sports. In addition, each component at each level must beeva luated, e.g. Level Two Theory ,
Level Two Technical and Leve l Two Practical.
Signific anc e of tbe Stu dy
There has been considerable effort made over the past decad e to elevate the level of
coaching skills across Cana da. The introduction of the NCCP was done to make Canada more
competiti ve at Olympic and world championshi p events . To determin e the effectiveness ofthe
overall program. all existin g courses should beevaluated summatively. An evaluation ofthe
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NCCP Level Two for judo was necessary becauseit would provide "everyone associated with the
operation of the program. the ability to measure results and to determine if it is the program that
produced the results (and to wbat extent) or some other factor" (Robinson, 1993). This study is
very important to the sport of judo, asthere bas never beenany formal evaluation performed on
any of its component courses.
Along with baving the potential to improve judo technical courses, this summative
evaluation complements evaluations previously completed on theory courses and technical
courses from other sports. This evaluation also contributes to the existin g pool of evaluative
knowledge gained from applications in Canada and other countries.
Before the 1996 evaluation, the NCCP bad not been formally evaluated in almost 20
years. This is surprising, considering that there are over 500,000 registered coaches in Canada
who have taken courses in the NCCP . There are some possible reasons why the NCCP has not
hadany formal evaluation. Robinson (1993 ) recounted some of the ideas from a meeting
between senior management of the Coaching Association of Canada (CAe) and members from
the National Coaching Certification Council (NCCC) Evaluation Sub-Committee:
1. It may unlock 'Pandora's Box .' Stakeholders were a little unsure of what an evaluation
study would find. In other words, evaluation may reveal serious problems with the
NCCP's approach, that, until now, have been hidden. For example, upon completing a
thorough assessment of Alpine Ski 's Level Two Integrated Course, it was found that three
particular modules failed to achiev e the stated course objectives. The evaluation may
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indicate fault with the course conductor. the learning activities. the content, or some other
factor. This information would probably stimulat e a host of reactions that some
stak eholders may not be prepared to accept.
2. People general ly disl ike chang e. The NCCP hasbeen operating for nearl y 20 years and is
considered successful . In that time. the program hasacquired a privileged position of
bein g well funded and dearly loved by its "keepers and customers. " In other words,
people involved in the program have grown extrem ely comfortab le with the status quo.
] . Lastl y, although evaluation bas been praised by educationalists and program designers as
the key to instructi onal effecti veness. the comprehensiveness of the learning objectives
co ntained in the NCCP make s the task of implementing a valid evaluation overwhe lming
(Robinson, 199] . p. 25).
The NCC P recently completed its evaluation on the entire NC CP. The evaluation did not
include technical courses, which are the respo nsibili ty of the individual sport governing bodies
such as Judo Canada. The compl etion date of tbis project wasMay 1996 . Thi s evaluation
project served threegoals:
1. It produced credibl e information for the coaching advi sory co mmi ttees to aid in
impro ving the NCC P Program.
2 . It produced credi ble information for the coaching advi sory committees to assist with
the revision of the Theory Component.
3 . It incl uded the invo lveme nt of the key stakeholder groups in the ongoing evaluation
of the NCCP. (NCCP Evaluation Project, April 1996)
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Limitation, oftbe Stu dy
The evaluation of the Levet Two for the sport of judo bad some inherent Iimitenons. These
limitations include:
I . It examinedonly one of the threetechnical courses designated forcoac:bes who instruct
developing athletes. The evaluator did oot include Levels One'&:Threebecause Leve l
One Technical had j ust beenrevised and Level Three courseswereonly offe red every
other year. A course was offered October 1995 and another in June 1997. The numbe r of
coaches participating in these courses was too few to effect a comprehensive and
meaningful evaluation .
2. There werea limited num ber of partic ipants evaluated . The evaluations took place in all
ten provinces. and the Yukon. The course was no t offered in the North West Territo ries
because their small association has no qualifi ed course conductors. Their coachesrecei ve
NCC P coursetraining in Saskatchewan.
3. Theevaluator is a member ofJudo Canadaanda Master Course Conducto r for the course
being evaluated. There is the potential for bias. and the selection of an evaluation model
or approach., along with its implementation, was done with this awareness .
Definition of Term,
The following are some of the terms and definitions that wil l be usedthroughout this study .
Coaching Associa tion or CaDada .The Co aching Association of Canada (CAe) is the sport arm
of the Government of Canadawho are respons ible for administering the policies of government
and al locating fundsas they pertain to sports in Canada.
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Na tional Coaching Ce rtifica tion Co un cillNCCC). The Nati onal Coaching Certification
Counci l (NCCC) is the body responsib le for the activities and direction of theNeep.
National Coaching Certi ficati on Program (NCCP). The National Coaching Certi fica tion
Program (NCCP) is a primary provider of educational information and courses for those coaches
who work with athletes in Canada (CAC, 1996).
J udo. Frederick (1991) defined judo as " Way of gen tleness, a nonviolent, basically defensi ve
martial art. created in 1882 by Kano Jigoro (1860 - 1938). In 1964 judo emerged from its former
martial arts status to become a true Olympic sport .
Kodokan J udo. The proper name for the sport and art. ofjudo which was founded by Kana
Jigoro , more commonly known as judo .
Leve l Two T ech nic al. There are three component parts to coaching certification for each sport
within the NCCP : Theory , Technical and Practical. Each component of the certification process
is accomp lished by taking and passing a course at that level.
Organizati on oftbe Stu dy
The evaluation of tbe NCCP Technical Two course for judo was organized around two
phase s. The first phase included a description of the NCCP technical two course for judo . It also
includ ed an identification of the stakeho lders that were affected by the course, the audience
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concerns and issues, the evaluation process and me thodo logy, the evaluati on standards . and their
representative criteria. The second and final phase provided a brief description ofthe evaluation
process, and included the findingsfrom the standards' evaluation. The Level Two Technical for
judo wasthen evaluat ed against the standards from phase ODe. The final report wasproduced
with recomme ndations and conclusions derived from quantitative and qualitative data derived
from the phase two evaluation process.
This thesis is organized into five chapters . Chapter Onerepresents an introduction to the
study , and a brief history of the NCCP (National Coaching Certificatio n Program) in Canada.
Thi s chapter also discusses the significance of the study and its limitations , as well as the
organi zation oftbe study . Chap ter Two presents a review of the literature on coaching education
and evaluation. as well as educational program evaluatio n. Chapter Three presents the rationale
behind using the procedures that were followed and the selection of the evaluation mode l. In
addition, this chapter describes the methodology usedin the implementation of the study .
Chapter Four presents the results of the evaluati on, andChapter Five presents the evaluators '
conclus ions and recomme ndations for course revision and improvement.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of the Lite ra tu re
Introduction
'This chapter provides an overview of thehistorical development ofboth the sport ofjudo
and evaluation. It discusses thechrono logy ofjudo events. from its inception to its inauguration
into the modem Olympic games. It also discusses the categorization of evaluatio n methodo logies
from its founding to modem evaluatio n methods. As wel l, this chapter addresses the
commo nalties and differences of evaluation theory , by grouping the different mode ls into six
different catego ries. The remainder of lhis chapter concerns itself with providing an overview of
evaluatio n within the spons conununity.
History of Judo
Introduction
Theart ofKodokan Judoderived from the bujutsu (ancien t martial or warlike) arts of
feudal Japan. Predomi.nanJ: among these arts was that ofjujutsu. The foundcr ofKodokan Judo
(judo for short ) was Dr. Jigoro Kaoo, a Rhodes scholar. and a notededucator in Japan, who took
the art of judo and"used his influence to establ isbjudo as the basisof a revitalized physical
education program in Japan{ese schools}" (Reay & Hobbs, 1992. p. IS). This start was the
instrument that put judo on the world stage and later into the Olympic Game s. The sport of judo
is practice d in over 92 countries througho ut the world (Judo Canada, 1994).
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Bu jutsu.
Thearts of co m bat have long been associated with Japan andco me from a long tr3d.ition
em bodied in '"a variety o f forms. methods, andweapons,each ofwoicb constitutes a parti eular
spec ialization of tbat art" (Ratti &. West brook, 1992,p. 21 ). Rani & Westbrook (1992) further
categorized "'the entire body of these specializations. the generic art of combat, ... (under the
term } bujutsu" p. 22. The derivation of the word is from the Chinese bu or military dimension,
andjutsu or art of military combat. Ratti & Westbrook. (1992) further divided bujutsu into su b-
categories ofspec::ialization. Each specialization, in tum, is known as a jutsu, a [Japan ese ) word
which may be translated as method, art, or tec hniq ue and is indicative o f the parti cular way s in
which certain actions are pe rformed. Historically, eac h art or method hasdeve loped certain
procedures or patterns, whic h set it apanfrom the proced ures and patterns o f other arts . A
spec ializati on consists ofa particular. systema tic method of using a spec ific weapon. Very often,
a special ization of combat was iden tified by the name o f thc weapon used by its practiti on ers .
An exam ple of this [kind o f) system would be kenjutsu ... the art (jutsu)of tbe sword (ken ) (Ratti
s:Westbroo k, 1992, p.2 I ).
Thisidentification system did DOl use the name of the weapon exclusively as a means for
identification. Identi ficati o n was also accc mpanied by the principles used in the art. An example
of this is that of the unarmed methods of co mbat, kno wn as jujutsu. The word jujutsu came to
mean the art (iutsu ) o f supplene ss (iu) usedin a certain way in order to defeat an opponen t (Ra tti
&. Westbrook. 1992 ). In other cases,original sty les were impro ved upon or werechanged to suit
the particular style of that student, or to suit so me other agenda. One such style is Aikido. Ai
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(union, harmony), ki (vital breath, energy) , do (way). Aikido originated from a more anci ent
style called aikij utsu (Frederic, 1991,p. 3-4) .
Another method ofidenti fication in use was the naming of the style after the master of the
schoo l. An example of this method wasKodokan Judo . The Kodokan was the
first scbool where the founder of judo, Jigoro Kane , first taught.
Feudal J apa n.
The period of perfectio n of the various martial arts was, according to Ratti & Westb rook
(1992) , "the span of nine centuries. from the late ninth and ear ly tenth centuri es up to 1868, the
year of the Meiji Restoration. This was the year the feudal era in Japanese history was official ly
proclaimed at an end" (p.22). Kane suggests:
Theorigin of jujutsu [the forerunner of modern-day judo ] is lost in the mists of antiquity .
The Nihon Shaki "Chronicle of Japan " , a history, compiled by imperial command in 720
AD. refers to a tournament of cbikara-kurabe, the contest of strength, which was held in
the year of the Emperor Suinin, 230 B.C. Some historians regard this as the beginning of
sumo , or Japanese wrestling, which has something in commo n with jujutsu. The event is
recorded as an important authentic historical proof showing the em bryonic stage ofbotb
sumo andjujutsu (Kano, 1970, p. 2 1).
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It was during the Tokugawa period,1600 to 1867, that Ratti & Westbrook (1992) suggest
was the period where specialization ofthc arts ofbujutsu took place . Among these arts was
jujutsu, the predecessor ofmoclcm day judo.
During the Tokugawa Period, also known as the Endo Period, schools of martial combat
became popular where a novice or student could study bujutsu in a specialized school (ryu).
These bujutsu ryu andweretaught and attended by professional fighting men offeudal Japan.
Publicly acknowledged experts in some weapon or fighting style taught these schools. The
primary purpose of which was education. " in the sense:that it involved the transmission of
systematic knowledge in the specialization of jujutsu through the use of teaching specialists who
were considered capable of producing fighting specialists" (Ratti & Westbrook, 1992, p. 154). It
was from these ryu that judo matured.
The Japanese martial arts are classified in a number ofways. The most prominent of
these are armed and unarmed bujutsu. Ratti & Westbrook (1992) have taken this division a step
further by subdividing the armed forms into major, minor and collateral. (See Table 2.1).
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Ta ble 2.1 Martial Arts Ca tego ries
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FoundatioD!! of Kodobn J udo.
During the later part of the nineteenth century . some twenty jujutsu ryu existed. Chie f
among these . accordin g to Kana (1970), were:" the Takenouchi ryu, Sekiguchi ryu. Kyushin ryu.
Ki lo ryu. and Tenshin- shen 'yo ryu. Thelast two of which were especially studied by the late
Professor Jigoro Kane" (p . 2).
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Jigoro Kana was born in Mikagea seaside town near Kobe in 1860. At age eleven his
family moved to Tokyo . During this period of Japanese history ,lmperial rule wasrestoredwith
the resignationoftbe last Shogun (military dictato r) oftbe Tokugawa Sbogunate, Tokugawa
Yoshinobu, in 1867. The administrative power oftbe emperor was restored in 1868. After the
collapse of the feudal system, Japancast out alI remnants offcudallifc, including the bujlltSU
ryu, and looked toward Europe and America as role models to establish a DeW order . According
to Kaoo (1970), the single most importanthappening which signaled a swift decline ofbujulSU
WB.'i "the ordinance in 1871, prohibiting the Samurai [feudal warrior) from wearing their swords.
Jujutsu was no exception to this .
The Fo under of Ju do.
Theyoung Jigoro Kana , a student at Tokyo Imperial Universi ty, took.up the dying art of
jujutsu in order to protect himsclffrom bull ies . Kana heard of the powerofjujutsu, "an exercise
by which a man ofsmall strcngth can beat a man ofberculean stren gth" (Kan o, 1970, p.7). Since
jujutsu was in a state ofdisreputeby the members of Japanese society for being a vio lent art
which produced ruffians, young Kanohada difficult time in findin g a school. He finall y met and
studiedunderTeinosuke Vagi and later under Hachinosuk e Fukuda and Masotomo Iso, of the
Tenshin 8hinyo Ryu as we ll as Tsunetoshi likubo of the Kito Ryu schools ofjujutsu (Kano ,
1970). Reay & Hobbs (1992) further add that Fukudo & Iso were bothinstructors at the
prestigious Komu sho (central martial arts college). Followin g the death ofFukuda, Kana
trained briefly under Master Iso, before he finished his tutelage under Kuto , master ofKito Ryu
schoo l. The Kilo ryu schoo l dated back to theseventeenth century .
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In 1882,when Kano hadmastered the ruditnentsof tbese sty les, he taught jujutsu at his
own dojo (hall wherethe martial arts are practiced). Kana named his dojo the Kodokan. Instead
of callin g it j ujutsu however, he termed it judo, the way of suppleness or harm ony (Frederi c,
1991, pp. 65). Frederic (1991 ) refers to the term jud o as bein g previ ousl y used in the Jikishin-ryu
style of jujutsu. When asked why the term judo was used instead ofjujutsu, Kano repli ed "what I
teach is oot simply jujutsu. Of course I teach jujutsu, but it is upoo ' do' [way or principl e]" (p.9).
In addition to enco mpass ing the best of many jujutsu arts, Kano 's judo also reflected a broader
range of'tecbniques. Butthere wereother reasons for avoidin g the term ju jutsu. These include:
Some juju tsu schoo ls often indulged in violent and dang ero us techniques in throwing or
twistin g armsand legs. Many peopl e .. . believed it was harmful. Kano wished to show
that his techniqu es were not dan gerous and would not needle ssl y injure an y person.
Jujutsu had fall en into disrepute. Some juju tsu maste rs were forced to exhibit their skills
by way of demonstratio n just to make a living. Others staged pro fessional bouts with
other [martial] arts (Kano, 1970, p. 9) .
Judo as Physical Education.
Judo bas an inherent duali ty . Kano (1990) suggested judo is a mentaland physical
disc ipline who se lessons are readil y applicable to the management o f our daily affairs. The
fundam ental prin ciple of judo , and o ne "that governs all the techniques ofattack anddefense , is
that whatev er the objective, it is best attainedby the maximum -efficient useof mind and body for
the purpose" (Kano, 1990 , p. 25).
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The second and perhaps the most importan t role for j udo is that of physical education and
spo rt. Kano (1990) gave what he saw as the aim.of physical ed ucation as "making the bod y
strong, useful andhealth y while buil ding character through mental and moral disci pline" (p. 20).
He further concl uded that "as physical education, many sports cannot be rated highly - in fact,
should bediscard ed or improved -for they fail to mak e the most efficient use of mental and
physical energy and impede progress toward the goal of promoting heal th, strengthened
usefulness" (Kano, 1990, p . 20 ). It was for these reasons tha t judo was promoted as a physical
education programfor Japanese schools. Kano also felt that j udo fit the maxi mum of a physical
education as well as or better than most sports in existence at the time. In his judo Kano created
the Seiryoku Zen'yo Kokumin Taiiku (maximum-efficiency for physical education) as part of the
do (way) . This part ofjudo is one of the recognized kata (form) still practiced by judoka
(practitioners of judo ) throughout the world today. The kata ofjudo also train practitioners in
basic princip les and skills of se lf-defense.
Jud o Ontside Japan.
In the early part:of the tw entieth century , judo, as a competitive sport, spread its web
throughout the wor ld (Ratti & West brook, 1992). Judo came from Japan to North America first,
before going to other continents.
In 1902 Theodore Roosevelt became interested injudo and as a sign of good will, Jigoro
Kano sent Yoshiaki Yamas hita, one of his beststud ents, to the United States to be his personal
instructor. A room was even set aside at the White House fo r training purposes. In 1903.judo
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was establi shed in Seattle , Washington State, and in Los Ang eles in 1905. Judo never really
reached its growth potential in North America or Europe until the years following World War D.
World War D turned out to bea mixed blessin g for the growth and development of the
spo rt ofjudo. The internment of United States and Canadian citizens ofJapan ese decen t and the
occupation ofJapan after the war was the primary cause for the spread (Reay & Hobbs, 1992).
The internment camps in both the United States and Canada saw the governments of each
of these countries forcibl y stripping money and property away from citizens of Japanese descent
When the war was over these refugees, homeless andwith no place to go, spread across both
countries carrying their judo skil ls with them. In Canada, the focus of this exodus was Toronto
and Montreal. The occupation forces in Japan mastered judo from skilled teachers at the
Kodokan. These soldiers brough t their new found skills with them to the ir bomes all across
North America, when their tours ofduty were concluded.
The spread of judo to Australia andNew Zealan d came early in the twentieth century as it
did in Canada and the United States of America. In 1928, a club was founded in Brisban e,
Australia by Dr. AJ. Ross , whose parents lived in Japan. Ross studied judo at the Kadokan
from the age offourteen. It took a while longer before it reached New Zealan d. In 1948, Mr. G.
Grundy, who studie d judo in Australia, opened a club in Auckland (Reay & Hobbs , 1992).
According to Reay & Hobbs (1992), Russia was the most successful newcomer to judo.
In an effo rt to determin e the best wrestling system in the world, Anatoly Kharlampries andhis
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Judo in Cauada.
Judo in Canada had its start under the tutelage ofMr. Shinzo Takagaki, a native ofTokyo,
Japan. who came to Canada to further his studies at the Universi ty of British Co lumb ia in
Vancouver . Mr. Takagaki studied there for three years, and during that time he was instrumental
in setting up The Vancouver Dojo (practice hall where judo is performed) (fakagaki & Sharpe,
1974). One of the members of the original dojo , Mr. Ste ve Sasaki, who immigrated to Canada in
1922, helped start the first dojo in 1924 (Judo Canada, 1994). Mr. Sasakitook over the
leadership of the club after Mr. Takagaki went back to Japan. In 1932, Mr. Sasaki became the
first official judo instructor for the RCMP . "In 1936, Professor Kano came to Vancouver and
invited Mr. Sasaki to accompany him on a tour of North America andEurope . They traveled to
the United States, France . Germany and across Canada" (Judo Canada. 1994, p. 18). It was
during this trip that the club was given a new name by Dr. Kano . The name of Canada's first
dojo was called the Kidikan (Judo Canada. 1994).
On October 25, 1956, Mr. Sasaki wasinstrumental in forming the Canadian Kodokan
Black Belt Association (CKBBA later Judo Canada). In 1958, he flew to Tokyo to confer with
the members of the International Judo Federation in order to have Canada as a full member. The
bid was successful and Mr. Sasaki became the first president of the CKBBA . His term of office
lasted unti l 1959 (Judo Canada, 1994).
Another prominent judoka (practitioner of judo) was Mr. Umitsu, a student ofMr. Sasaki .
Mr. Umitsu served as president ofthe association from 1958-1961 . In 1958, Mr. Umitsu
represented Canada as both a competitor at the second World Championships andas a delegate
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to thecongress of the International Judo Federation (Judo Canada. (994). 10 1961, Mr. Frank
Hatashita became the third president of theCKB BA and held the position until 1978 . It was
during this time that Canada won its first medal in international competition. Mr. Doug Rogers,
an airline pilot with Canadian AirliDes,won a silver medal at the 1964cham pio nshi p (Judo
Canada, 1994).
In 1993. underthe lead ership of Mr. Jim Kojima, Canada hostedits first world
championshi ps in Hamil ton, Ontario , and took its second silver medal . Nicholas Gill of Montreal.
won a silver medal in the under 78 kg weight divis ion . Thi s was his secon d world medal . At the
Barcelona Olympics in Spain in 1992. Mr. Gill wo n a bronze medal for Canada.
Program Evaluation
Hi,tonc.1Pen pectiy e
According to Madaus, et aI., (1984) six peri ods have elapsed in the life of program
evaluation. The first is the period prior to 1900 , which he called the Age ofRefonn . The secood
time period, from 1900 unti l 1930, wasreferred to as the Age ofEfficieocy and Testing. The
third.from 1930 to 1945, wascalled the Tylerian Age . The fourth period in eval uation history ,
from 1946 to abo ut 1957, wasreferred to as the Age of Innocence. The fifth period, from 1958
to 1972, was referred to as the Age of Expansion. Th e sixth andfinalperiod, from 1973 to the
present, was referred to as the Age of Profess ional ization (Madaus, 1983).
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The Age of Reform
The AgeofRefonn saw man y socie tal changes whi ch led 0 0. a path from which
evaluation coul d never retum.. Priuwy among these wasthe1ndustriaIRevolution., which
transformed the very sttucture of 19th century society. This period was also markedby attempts
to reform educational and soci etal programs and age ncies in both the United States andGreat
Britain. ln Great Britain therewere co ntinuing attempts to reform.education, the poor taws,
hospi tals,. orphanages, and public health. Eval uations of these soc ietal agencies wereio.formal in
nature (Madaus, et, al., 1984 ). In the U nited States , dwin g the periodbetwee n 1838 and 1850,
Horace Mann, Henry Bernard andlater William Torrey Hams initiated the practic e of data
collection to rati onal ize educatio nal decisions (Worthen & Sand ers , 1987, p. 12).
Th e Age of Effi c:ien£)' a nd T esting 1900 ·1930
It was the work o f a DOted American behaviorist oftbe earl y 19OOs,Edward Thorndike,
also called the father o f tbe educational testing movement, who persuaded edUC310rs that
measuricg human cbange wasworthwhi le. In the first two decades of the 20th cen tury,
Thorndike led the testing movement to where it became theprimary means of evaluating schools.
The tests he usedvaried in purpose. Primarily they wereused to diagnosespecific weaknesses,
to standardize curricula, to eval ua te experiments, and 10 assess the overall performance of a
system as well as to mak e important deci sions abou t individual s in these systems (Worth en &
Sanders. 1987. p. 13).
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The Tyleria n Age 1930 - 1945
Tberewere many critics of the testing movement. Many ofthese came from educa10rs
who arguedthat the notio n of progressive educatio n.,a pragmatic approac h to educatio n (Madaus.
et, aJ.1984, p. 8), was unsound and that the students from these types of instituti ons would fare
poorly in higher educati o n programs. as compared to studen ts educated in conventional
Carnegie-unit curri cula (Worthen & Sand ers. 1987, p.1S). Because ofthese criticisms , many
leading univers ities refused to accept progressive-school graduates into the ir programs . To prove
their notion scued, the Carnegie Corporation hired Ralph W. Tyler, a noted educator from Ohio
State Universi ty, in the United States of America, to do a study(Madaus, 1983).
In 1932. Tyler managed to convince 300 colleges to waive their entrance requireme nts for
graduates from 30 progre ssive schools . Tyler' s approach consisted of measurin g by the use of
behavioral obj ectives. He developed instruments and procedures to measure a wide range of
educatio nal outco mes (W orthen & Sanders,1987, p . IS). Evaluation., as envisioned by Tyler ,
was a compariso n of intend ed outco mes to actual. outco mes. The app roach waspopular among
the scientific community because it reflected the scientific paradigm.
T be Age of lnoo«oce 1946 - 1957
The endof World War ITmarked the beginningof lhis era. Civilized society hadjust
come out of a period of mass destru ction, and it was ready to move swiftl y into getting the wor ld
back on ttaek and into rapid growth and developm ent. Society appearedto give little regard to
conservation or the safeguarding of the environment.
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There seemed to be an eodIess supply of money from taxes to fund anything that woul d
enhancethis expansion, and education was regarded as the core to society' s growth...
Accountability was not looked upon.as being important. In education man y stUdies weredone
and data co llectcd, ..but education's rational e wasto justify expensice, therewas little evidence
that these data were used to judge or improve the quali ty of programs or even. that they coul d be
useful for such a purpose" (Madaus. et aI., 1994, p. 10.).
The field of ev aluatio n did develop . However, this period marked the use of man y
standardized tests and the use of new techno logi es to score them . Durin g th e 19505 and 1960 s,
Ral ph Ty ler 's rationale wasused extens ive ly to train teachers in test development (Madaus., et
al ., 1984 ). Testing was funded and handl ed locall y. This practise came to an end, with the onset
of thc Ame ricanfSoviet race for space .
Th e Age of E:l pa DSioD 1958 ·1912
The age ofexpansioDwas mark ed by the launch of tbe Russ ian spaccaaft.Sputnik in
1957 . The American pu blic, was under the assumption the U'iA was losing the race to be first in
spa ce . lbis was interpreted as a failure in Am erican know -how and ingen uity . They felt that
somehow the wh ole struc ture of American science andeducatioo bad to be imp roved in order for
the m to beworld leaders in space.
Thi s wasthe era that saw ed uca tional evaluation emerg e into a profession, whi ch came to
de pend on taxpayers ' mo ney for its exist ence . As a resul t cf thisdependence, the Uni ted States
federal government enacted the Natio nal De fense Education Act of 1958 . The act pro vided for
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new educational programs in mathematics.science, and foreign language; and expanded
counse lling and guidance services and testing programs in school districts (Madaus. et. al .,
1984) .
During this period. aUthe [existing] approac hes were used. M well, evaluators evaluated
curriculum deve lopment e fforts lhrougb. the use offield experime nts (Madeus.,et aI., 1984), the
idea being to improve the core of American educatio n in order to ensure the leadership ofthe
United Slates in world techno logy and business. Cro nbach (1963) noticed that despite all the
efforts and funds, the resul ts were far from promising. He criticized the guiding
conceptualizations of evaluations for their lack of relevance and utility. Cronbach advised them
to tum away from the experimental approach, where a treatment group is compared to a control
group . using norm-referenced tests . He wanted evaluators insIeadto focus on gathering and
reporting information that could help programdesigners develop curriculum.
M a result ofCronbach andothers, evaluati on in the United Stat es of America became
more focused. Theefforts of politicians such as Senator Robert Kennedy and his colleagues
were instrumental in changing the Elemenwy andSecondary Educati on Act of 1964 (£SEA),
which included special evaluation req uirements . These requirements forced educators to shift
their concern in evaluatio n from theory to practice and implementation (Madaus, et al., 1984, p.
13). M a result of this shifting emphasis , educators found the too ls provided by standardized
testing did nor work well with evaluation. Insteadof measuring outco mes directl y, they were , at
best, indirect measures o f learning (M ada us. Airasianand Kellaghan, 1980) . When evaluators
could not perform the tasks outlined by ESEA, the professional fraternity, Phi Della Kappa. set
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up a national Study Committee on Evaluation (phi De lta Kappa. (971). The Phi Delta Kappa
Comminecpinpointed man y prob lems associated with the traditional Tyterian approach.
Criterion- referenced testing waslooked at as the alternative to nonn-refereoced testing . This
was the era where DCW models ofevaluation took shape . Stufflebeam. AIkin andProvis came up
with their management-oriented approach. and Michael Scriven with his consumer -oriented
approach to evaluation.
The Age of Pro fessionalis m 1973 to tbe Prese n t
At this stage in its evolu tion, evaluation faced a turning poin t. It either hadto attach itself
to other professions . most predominant among these bein g research, or fonn a new paradigm.
There were those who tried "'unsuccessful ly to fit their methods to program evaluation" (Gube,
1967); howe ver. researchers look for differen t outcomes than evaluators were espousing to
achieve. In order to address this lack of direction, journals werepublished as a measure o f
cohesiveness in evaluation ideas and methodo logies . In addition. many universities began
offering evaluation coursesat the masters anddocto ral levels.
To address the demand for some fonn o f direction. a Jo int Committee wasform ed in the
USA to solidify some form of professional standardization for evaluations andevaluators. Thi s
comm ittee was the resul t oftwelve professional organizations poo ling their expertise. Madaus ,
et al., (1984) postulated that during this period evaluators increasingly realized that the
technique s of evaluati on must achieve results previously see n as peripheral to serious research;
serve the informatio n needs of tbe clients of evaluation; deal with situational real ities; meet the
requirements of prob ity; andsatisfy needs of veraci ty" (p. 16). The newprofession, although in
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its infancy, continued to develop techniques and resulted in a new paradigm. and con tinues to
develop newtechniques and modelsthat are being usedtoday .
Vaning Pbilo!oDbital Stanus
Evaluation may beclass ified according to many different approac hes . Madaus ( 1983) uses
nineapproaches. House (198 0) proposed a taxonomy of eight major evaluation models . Worthen
and Sanders (1987) divide the various approaches into six categories, each of which include a
number of models. The author uses this taxonomy because of its clear and concise breakdown.
Thesix categories proposedare: theobjecti ves-oriented approach; the tnanag ement -oriented.
approach; the cc esum er-ori ented approach; the expercse-ceieeted approach; theadversary -
oriented approach; andthe naturalistic and partic ipant-oriented. approach (pp . 152-155).
Worthen and Sanders (1987) did a comparative analysis of the six grou pings and analyzed
eight areas of comparison. This analytical matrix included :
"the propo nents , or individuals who have written abou t the approach ; the purpose
of tbe evaluation; the distinguishing cba.zacteristicsof each approach; thepast usesof
each approach; contributions to the conceptualization of theevaluation. its destincti.ons,
new tcm1S or concepts, logical relati onships. and other aids suggested by proponents of
each approac h; criteria for judging the evaluati ons, i.e. explicitly or impli citly defined
expecta tions that may be usedto judge the quality ofevaluations that follow each
approach ; the benefits that may bea ttributed by each approach; andthe limi tations or
risks associated with the use of each approach" (p. 151).
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Obi~tives-Ori~Dted Ap proacb
~
ODeprominent pro ponen t ofevaluating curricul um. was Ralph W. Tyler . a facul ty
member at Ohio Stare University since 1929. who insistedthat curriculabe organized around
certainobjectives. He did a studycalled the Eight Year Eval uation Study oCOhio School
Curric ulum from 1932 - 1940 . '"Objectives were critical because they werethe basisfor
plannin g. because they pro vided an exp lici t guide to teac hers, and because they serv ed as criteria
for selectio n of material s, outl ining of conten t, developmeot of instruc tional procedures.and the
prepara tion oftests and examin ations " (Guba and Lincoln, 1985. p. 4). It was the belie f that this
approach served as a systematic and intellectual approach to the evaluation of instructional
material . Tyler ' s approach is consi dered as the obj ectiv es -oriented approachto eval uation.
Tyler ' s objecti ves-oriented approach to evaluation is esse ntially the process o f
deten:nining to what exten t the learning objecti ves of any course are being realized. O bjectives,
from Tyler ' s viewpoint, are cbaoges that occur in student behavior patterns during the course.
Evaluati on. from this perspective, is the process ofdetermining the degree to which these
changes in behavio r are actually taking place" (Ty ler, 1950. p. 69 ).
Propon~nts.
Some of the more noted proponents of the objectiv es-o riented approach to evaluation , in
addition to Tyler, are: Proves, Popham, Teba, Hamm ond, Metfe ssel and Michael , and Bloo m.
They advan ced Tyler ' s ideas. but essentially their ideas and methodologies were the sam e. The
app roach was used chiefly by cutricul um specialists and educators in the educati on syste m.
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Characteristics.
Tyler's philosophy of measurement included only measurable objecti ves . These were
tested using pre-test and post-test approaches. Tests were given at the beginning ofa course:
offering in order to determine the knowledge level of any course: entrant. At the end ofa course,
the student was again tested in order to determine the level of knowledge gain. Gain had to be
measurable. reliable and valid (Worthen and Saunders, 1987 p. 152).
Benefits.
The Tyler approach, according to Worthen and Saunders (1987) was simplistic and
logical . It followed the scientific paradigm and its simplicity allowed non-evaluators to use its
methodologies. It focused on outcomes pre-determined from set objecti ves. In addition, the
approaches fosters large amounts of empirical data.
~
The objectives-oriented approach hasthe following limitations:
I . it can be over simplistic, implying a linear or inflexible approach.
2. it assesses only the objectives. rather than necessarily judging the worth of the
program.
3. the worth ofthe objectives are not assessed;
4. there is no standard from which to measure;
5. the approach also neglects any transactions that occur within the program. focussing
entirely on pre-determined objective of the course offering ;
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6. Tyler's approach ignores significant outcomes of the program ifthey are not pertinent
to the objectives being assesse d. The objectives-oriented approach is primarily
scientific , dealing with a very narrow scope (Worthen and Saunders , 1987, pp. 72-73) .
Dealing with controlled variables is easy in a laboratory situatio n, but very difficult to
accomplish in a setting where the subjects have rights.
The Consumer-Oriented Approach
Overview.
The consumer -oriented approach is "predominant ly a summative evaluation approac h"
(Worthen & Sanders, 1987, p.88). Those who want to know if course materia l is working
advocate the approach. These are, for the most part, educators and those who produce material
for the educat ional commun ity. As well, governme nt agencies are heavy users.
Proponents.
Most notab le among those who advocate the consumer-oriented approach to evaluation is
Michael Scriven. His approach is referred to as Goal-Free. One of Michae l Scriven 's major
contributions to evaluation was his distinction between "formative " and "summative" evaluation .
Summative , he reasoned, was the basis for the decision by administrato rs, whether the entire
finished curriculum, after being refined by formative evalua tion procedures, made a significant
contribution and alternative to the school system that it warranted the expense of purchase
(Scriven, 1978, pp. 41-42) .
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Mod eL
Michael Scriven suggested a seven point processby which to eval uate educational
products. This seven point process included :
I . evidence ofachi evement o f impo rtant educational o bjecti ves;
2. evidence of achi evement of importan t oon-edueational objecti ves (for example. soc ial
obj ectives) ;
3. follow-up results;
4. Secondary andunintended effects, such as effects on the teacher. the teacher' s colleagues ,
other students, administrators, parents. the schoo l. the taxpayer. and other incidental
positive or negative effects;
5. range of util ity (for whom will it beuseful );
6. moral considerations (unjust uses of punishment or co ntrovers ial con tent);
7. costs (Worthen and Saund ers, 1987. p. 88).
Cbanc1eristics.
lbis approach ad vocates the use of checklists to eval uate ed ucati onal products . Some
advocates have discussed us ing guide lines to determinethe worth ofeducational products, using
standard forms to comp ile and then disseminate evaluation informati on . One such set o f
guidelines was proposedby Sanders and Cunningham (197 4) , who addressed four aspects of a
product. which incl ude: educational proces ses. content, transportability , and effectiveness.
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Bencfits.
The consumcr-orientcd evaluation approach bas produced many benefits to educators in
the field. Some ofthese include giving educators in the field a list of evaluated products that
they would DOthave the time, or the knowledge to do for themsel ves. Consumer-evaluations
have advanced the knowledge of educators about thecriteria most approprite for their use in
selectin g educational products (Worthen andSaunders, 1987, p. 96).
Limitations.
The consumer-o riented approach to evaluation has the following draw backs:
1. The cost factor. The cost of providing the service of doing evaluations has to be absorbed
by the consumer, in this case , the educatio n system .
2. The local educators may lose initiative in doing their own evaluations on the products
they use . Therebas traditionally been a place for local initiative in trying untested
materialin pilot projects.
Mn agemcDt"()ricDted App ro ach
Overview.
11Je focus of the management-oriented approach is directed primarily at managemenL
Within the system. it is the decision-makers ccecems, information needs, andcriteria for
effectiveness that guide the direction of the evaluatio n. According to Worthen and Sanders
(1981) the developers of this method have relied on a systems approach to evaluati on in which
decisions are made about inputs, process , and outputs (p. 77) . The focus of the management-
oriented approach to evaluation is the ability ofthe management team to effect a quali ty
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relationship in the evaluation process. Madaus et al., (1984) refers to this approach as the
decision making approach to evaluation (p. 48) .
Proponent!.
The two major proponents of the management--orientedapproach to evaluation are Daniel
L. Stuffl ebeam andMarvin C. AIk:in. The most notab le of the model s in this catego ry is the
Context, Input, Process, Product or CIPP Model . developed by Stufflebeam. The model was
developed in the late 1960s as an alternative to the objectives-orien ted approach which was the
most prevalent at the time (Madaus, et aI.• (98 4) .
Model
The ClPP Model of evaluation is formati ve in nature. Its main goal is to provide
impro vement in the system. Madaus et aI.• (1984) described the ClPP Model as an approac h that
"sees evaluation as a tool by which to hel p make programs work better for the peopl e they are
intended to serve" (p. 118). The ClPP fram ework for evaluation is broken down into four
evaluation areas : context evaluation, to inform planning decisions; input evaluati on, to serve
structuring decisions, proc ess evaluation, to guide implementin g decisions ; and product
evaluation, to serve recyc ling decisions (Madaus. et al., 1984, p. 122). Tab le 2.2 represen ts the
cross section of the four types o f decision making and accountability frameworks of the CIPP
Model.
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Tabl e 2.2 The Four Enluario DTypes orneClPP Mood
EvaluatioDTypes
CODtnt uput Proceu Prod."
Decision-making Chao", Setprogram Implement Decision to:
objectives and mategy evaluation terminate,
set priorities Setprogram continue. modify
des;gn theprogram
AttOUI1tability R"",n1 Give chosen Reco rd the Give the
objecti ves and strategy and process. recycling
rationale. keep reasons. decisions.
records of needs .
opportunities and
problems.
Source: Madaus. et al•• 1984, p. 122
Cban cteristics.
1be information derived from the CIPP approach to evaluation would come from
decision·malcing or a formative approach, andaccountability or a summative approach. The type
of information thalthe approachwould yield is as follows :
I . What needs are addressed. bow pervasive and important werethey. andto whatextent
werethe project 's objectives reflective of assessed needs (addressed by context
informatio n).
2. Whatproceduraland bud geting plan was adopted to address the needs. what alternatives
were considered, why was it chosen over them, and to what extern was it reasonab le,
potential ly succe ssful . and cost effective response to the assessed needs (addressed by
input information).
3. To what extent was the projec t plan implemented. andhow and for what reaso ns did it
have to be modified (addressed by processinformatio n).
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4. What reasons. posi tive andnegative,.as well as intended and unintended. were observed.
and how did the various stakehol ders judge the worth and merit of the outcomes. and to
what extent were the needs of the target populatio n met (product informa tion) . (Medaus,
et al .• 1984. p. 124)
Benefits .
According to Worthen and Sanders (1987), the CIPP Model of evaluation was :
1. comprehensive.
2. sensitive to the infonnation needs ofthose in a leadership position,
3. systematic in its approach which satisfied the needs of administrators,
4. process evaluation, in that it wasongoing throughout,
5. gave detailed info rmation for implementation,
6. provided a wide range of information (p. 152).
Limitations.
This model . as with all the models of evaluations has it limitations. They are :
I. it' s emphasis is on organizational efficiency and production;
2. it makes assumptions of orderliness and predictability in the decision making process ;
3. it can be expensive to administer and maintain;
4. it tends to focus on the concerns and issues ofthe administrative stakeholding
audience only (Worth en and Sanders, 1987, p. 152).
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EJ:wrthe-Or;entrd Approach
Ovel'View .
Theexpertise-oriented approach assumes the evaluator is a recognized expert in thearea
to beevaluated. For example, the worthofa program would beassessed by curriculum or
subject-matter experts who would observe thecurri cul um in action. examine its content and
underlyinglearning theory or, in some other way , glean sufficient information to render a
consideredjud gement about its value (Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p. 98).
Prop onen ts.
The experti se-o rien ted approach to evaluation has beenpractised eve r sinc e credentials
have been besto wed on others . Educational insti tutions have been given degrees to students for
centuries by experts or teachers in certain disci plincs . The most widely usedapproac h in this
group is the Connoisseurship model. proposedby Elliot W. Eisner . Eisner proposed "evaluators,
like other critics in the arts, bring tbcir expertise, and tacit knowledg e, to bearin evaluating the
quality ofan educational experieece or program (Kennedy andKerr, 1995, p. 6-2) .
Mode l
TheConnoisseur mode l of evaluatio n is radical ly diffen:nt from all other mode ls, in that
the evalua tor uses no set standards or standardized app roach . The expert evaluator uses his own
internal judge ment to assess the worth of the program being evalua ted. The appro ach requires
the evaluator to be a recognized expert in the area to be evalua ted. lfthe evaluation is to have
merit within the disci pline , then the credentials of the evalua tor must be impeccable.
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This type ofevaluation would have to be qualitative by its very nature. The results
depend on the inmnctsoftbe evaluator. Patton (1990) points out that the approachis explicitly
andpurposefully a qualitative ODe .
Ch ancteris tics.
The Connoisseur model has two essential characteristics:
I . The evaluator must have a professional expertise in the area evaluated;
2. The eval uator would have to be recognized as an expert in the area be ing evaluated
(Kennedy and Kerr. 1995. p. 6-6) .
~
The expertise-oriented evaluation approachbas certain strengths. The strengths of this
approach are as follows :
1. empbasizes tbe quality aspect ofeducationaI programs ;
2. theexpert looks for indicati ons ofquality. not simpl y effective processes or satisfactory
outcomes;
3. theapproach draws attention to the use of standards, whether external to theevaluator or
internal to the evaluato r as in the connoisseur approach «(Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p.
110) .
~
Theexpertise-oriented approach to evaluation hascertain limi tations and criticisms that
must be addressed. Theselimitations and criticisms include :
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I. the connoisseur mode l is based OD the ideathat the expert is evaluating basedon internal
standards . Thesestandards. while internal, are often biased.aDdtherefo re prone to
criticism;
2. the second cri ticism is based o n the definition of expc:nisc:, andwhatconstitutes eno ugh
to validat e the evaluator 's resul ts ;
3. the experts using this mode l often do DOt possessexpertise. or even a background in the
tools of evaluation;
4. there is public suspicion regarding the approach (Kennedy and Ken, 1995, p. 6-13) .
Adven ary-orie nted App roacb
Onniew.
The adversary-oriented approach to evaluatio n takes on the methodology and procedures
of tbe courtroom . The rationale of the approac h is based on the premise oCa balanced
examinationofall sides oCtbe program being evaluated.
Proponents.
One ofthe major proponents of this approach is RobertL WoIC(197S) who arguedthat
there was more to this approach than just argumenL He believed that an evaluati on should also
serve as an educational functio n. The clients and all stakeholding audiences should learn,
through the adversary approach, the value or non-value of the program being examined.
M!!!!!L
Thisevaluation approach follows a four-stage approach. lbesc include:
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I. issue generation. which include me identification and deve lopment of issuesto be
addressedin theevaluation;
2 issueselection. which involves el.im.inationof the issues not in dispute.and selection and
fwther clarification of issues to bedeal t with in the judic iary bearing;
3. preparation ofthc argument, in which the evaluators collect the data. synthesize it so that
argwnents for theopposing views can be developed;
4. the bearing• discovery sessions to review cases andprocedures. and aetua.Ipresentation
of cases, eval uation of evidence, and pane l decision (Kennedy and Kerr, 1995, p. 7-5).
Cha racteris tics.
The evaluation process is broken down where two teams, each taking opposing sides to
theevaluation, work independently. One side in the evaluation is trying to prove the project is
valid andtheother team or evaluator is trying to prove the oppo site , thereby app lying an
adversarial juxtaposition. Unlike many approachesto evaluation, thisapproach advocates the
use o f bias by its evaluators, with the idea that theevaluator with the best argument wil l win the
eval ua tion. Panon (1980) argued that DO evaluator or team of evaluators cocld maintain
objecti vity (p. 250).
Benefits.
The adversary -oriented approac h hasboth strengths and weaknesses. Listed be low are
some of its more promin en t strengths:
I. Worth en and Sanders (1987) advocated that the approach would show both positive and
negative aspects of the approach (p. 121);
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2. Worthen and Sanders (1987) also advocated that the data collection processe s are
diversifie d and all stakeholders in the evaluation become involved in the process ;
3. the approach is pluralistic, in that it has the capability of being used with other
approaches and points of view;
4. all sides of the issue have been examin ed and the likelihood of acceptabili ty is increased ;
5. the approach bas a built-in scrutiny component, a sort of meta-evaluation. where all
procedures are open to scrutiny. (Kennedy and Kerr, 1995, p. 7· 12).
Limi ta ti ons .
The adversary-orie nted approach also bas limitations. as follows :
I. the cost of such an evaluation could become prohibitive;
2. there is the danger that there is only a for and against stance, rather than multip le views to
the same question;
3. the approach is best suited to summative evaluations and not to formative;
4. the approach relies heavily on the presentation of the arguments ;
5. the approach fosters competitio n rather than cooperatio n;
6. the existing program could be damaged in the process;
7. the judges are fallible and there are no appeals (patton, 1980, p. 250).
Partici pant-O ri ented Appro ach
Overview.
The partic ipant-orien ted or natural istic approach to evaluation was des igned chiefly by
Robert Stake . The approach was taken to give all those who have an interest in the outcom e of
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an evaluation an opportUnity to inpu t into theproduct andprocess ofthe evaluation. The new
orientation grew during the 1970s and 19805 andwas"aimed at observing and identifying aU(o r
as many as possible) of the cceceras, issues. andcoasequences integral to educational enterprise
(Worthen andSanders. 1987. p. 128). Theputicipatory-orien ted approach. unlike its
predecessors. focuses on the proces s of theevaluation andnot the product (Kennedy and Kerr .
1995). This approach is a formative approach but can beusedsununatively as well.
Pro pon ents.
Thechief proponent in lhe participant-oriented approach wasRobert Stake. Stake first
developed his Countenance model, which focused the evaluation activity on the portrayal and the
processing of judgements on behalfof program participants . In 1995 Stake shiftedhis emphasis
from the Countenance model to a Respons ive approach (Ke nnedy and Kerr. 1995). The
responsive-oriented approach useda twelve-step process. which he presen ts in a cloc k fashion to
represent its inherent flexibility. The steps can befollowed in any order and anyone can be
deleted or others added if the evaluator deems it necessary . The method Stake chose is called
responsive evaluation, because it responds to the needs anddesires of aUthestakeholding
audiences.
Ch an eteristi cs.
Acco rding to Kennedy and Kerr (1995). the responsive evaluation model is an evaluatio n
design with the following cba:racteri stics:
I. it focuses on the concerns and issues ofall participant groups;
2. it is emergent in desi gn;
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3. it uses qua litative or naturalistic methods;
4. it is sensitive to the pluralistic values of participants and clients;
5. requires prolonged engagement in the program setting (p. 8-2).
Other characteristics that are peculiar to the Responsive model are as follows:
I . the main feature is flexibility;
2. each stakeho lder in the evaluation has equal input in the process and prod uct;
3. the mode l is based on the premise ofconsens us by all the stake ho1ding audiences ;
4. the mode l can be both formative and summative, depending on the issues and concerns of
the stakeho lders.
Stakes mode l took the shape of a clock which he called the respons ive evaluat ion
procedures clock (See Figure 2. 1). Evaluators can start at any point on the clock and move about
as the need arises. In addition, any instnun ent from anyone of the models can be used, or the
evaluators can develop and use thei r 0\\'11.
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Responsive Evaluation
Procedures Clock
While the proponents of other models dislike the participant-oriented approach,
proponents of this model feel that theapproac h gives "genuine undemanding of the inner
workings and intricacies of the program [bein g evaluat ed)"(Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p. 141).
The Responsive model of evaluation hasthe foUowin g benefits :
I. it is the most flexible ofall the evaluation models;
2. the model al lows for the use of any instrumentation theevaluators feel is needed;
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3. the mode l can beeither formative or summative;
4. the mode l allows for the formation anduse ofcvaluation standards.
~
Those who profess the scientifi c approach would feci the freedom of the participant-
oriented approach is too subjective . More realisticall y, Stake' s approac h basthe following
limitations :
I. the mode l is labour intensive - the eval uator basto immerse bimlbersc:lf in the evaluation
situation;
2. the model can becostly depending on the depth the evaluation takes;
3. the approach may be lengthy, based 00 the in-depth nature of the approach .
In addition to these approlI(:bes to evaluation. evaluations were performedon NCCP
courses in the past using other approaches. Two oftbcsc approaches are representedbelow.
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Review of Relevant Research St udies
Resea rch St udy One: Angela Ga lla nt T hes is
Onrview
The study condu cted by Gallant (1993) was a compari son of two methods of course
delivery for the NCC P (Nat ional Coaching Certification Program) Theory Two course. The two
methods were the classroom course and the home study or distance education course . The course
evaluation was completed to fulfill the requirements for a masters degree in Physical Education.
Approach
The researcher used three groups in the study: the first group was a con trol group which
consisted of people not invo lved in the NCCP program; the seco nd group co nsisted of those
coaches who were involved in the NCCP and taking the course offering in a classroom situation .
The third group consisted of a home study group. The score differences in the study were
analyzed using an Analysis ofVariance (ANOVA) for a completely randomized design. and a
Tukey test to determine the significant difference in the means (Gallant, 1993, P. i i).
Results Summa ry
An analysis of the data concluded that there was no significant difference in the mean
score of the classroom and the home study group . In addition . there was no significant difference
between the mean score of the classroom and the control group . Results did suggest, however ,
thai the mean score difference of the home study group and the control group were significantly
different (Gallant. 1993, p. 34). The author concluded that the home study course is an effective
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method of delivering the NCCP Theory T wo course. aDdpossibly a better ODe (Gallant.,1993,
P.40). Cowse conductors in the classroom based this coec lusion on inconsistent delivery .
Adva nta ges of lbis Anoroa ch
The approach usedby theautho r is a valid one where large groups can be usedto
determi ne the validity of a method of delivery of a course offering. The approach would have
importance for future course offerings wi th NCC P Theory and Technical courses across Canada.
The ANOVA and the Tuk r:ytests are certainly valid approaches to the assessment o f tbe data in
this approach. Themethod endeavours to eliminate the inherent bias from this evaluation. It
does this by usingo nly quantitative data. The advantages of this approachare :
I . it is scienti fic in nature ;
2. it is quantitative in nature ;
3. it has little percei ved bias .
DiJad va o tag es of the Ap proac h
Theautho r of this studyhadsome difficulties with Gallant' s (1993) approach. These
include:
1. Thegroups were too small (seven for the classroom group and one for the heme study).
As a result, the home study , because of its low numben, wassupp lemen ted by
hypotheti cal data, thus making the statistics meanin gless.
2. The author failed to addre ss course standards that would be applied to both methods of
course del ivery. E.g. How did she kno w the classroom offering was of accep table
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standard to be used as a comparison group? It could not be a valid measure as we do not
know the quality oftbe course material cor the quality oftbe delivery .
3. The studyneeded to take on a wider audience to test the impact oftbe COW'Se offering
from ODC region oftbe country to another. This approach wo uld take in regional and
ethnic differences. Thi s appro ach is necessary because the COUISe is offered across
Canada.
Research Study Two:
Coacbing Associ . rioo of C aoa da Ev a luati on
Proj ec:t.July/Augu st 1996
The NCCP (Nati onal Coaching Certificati on Program) enacted an evaluation of the
theory compo nents for the entire program , consisting of five levels ranging from novice coac h to
professional coaches who coach wo rld and Olympic athletes. Appro xima tely 650 model coac hes
from across Canada were contacted to provide informatio n through surveys to aid the Planning
andEvaluation Commineeof the NCCP in their task of identifying concerns and issuesof the
curren t NCC P program. In additi on, the evaluators asked them to identify poss ib le solutions
(NCC P Evaluation Project: Bull etin, July/August, 1996). The goals o f the evaluation were to
" Evaluate Participant's Needs and Goals and to Evaluat e andConfirm The Theore tical Design of
the Program" (NCCP Evaluation, 1996, p.5).
Eva lu. tiODAp proach
The model chosen by the evaluation team. based on "Robert Brinkerho ff' s (1987) six-
stag e model, [which] evolved the work of Donald Kirkpanick (19 59, 197 1) to include two
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addi tional steps in the evaluation cycle (CAe , 1996. p. 5) . The model for this evaluation
included only the first two stages (see figure2.2).
Stage 6
Evaluat e program ' s
Unpoet
Stage 5
Evaluate transfer of
learning to the field
Sta ge 1
Evaluate participants'
needs aod goals
Stage 2
Evaluate and confirm
theoretical design
Stage 3
Evaluate program
delivery
f!u..tt1"l NCCP""I..tiH. -..del .N CCP (l 996)" rromS ix-sc.cc E.... uwCIQ Modd: 8iDkcrbolf;( 1987).
Resul ts Summa"
Thecoaches who responded to the NCCP eval uation survey noted a significant difference
between volunteer and pro fess ional coaches in terms of how they perceive the Necp (NCCP
Evaluation, 1996). The results wereas follows:
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I. voluntee r coaches ranked the usefulness of the technical, theory , and practical
components much higher than do professional coac hes;
2. professional coaches singled out the coach evalua tion and feedback process ofall three
components as being particularly weak ;
3. tearn spo rt coaches rate the theory com pon ent as far more useful than did individu al sport
coaches;
4. 93% of respondents said that coaches should meet certain standards before NCCP
certi fication is gran ted ; the eval uators also concluded that practica l eva luation (assessing
coaches duri ng practice) was the preferred evaluation method (NCCP Eva luation Project:
Bulletin, July /August, 1996).
The eva luation committee, following two years of extensive evaluation, recommended
threemotions to the National Coaching Certification Council. These include the following:
1. the NCCP beco me a Competency-Based Training Program;
2. the NCCP follow guiding principles to imp lement the Compete ncy- Based Train ing
Program;
3. that an NCCP competency committee be estab lished to facilitate the shift to a
Competency-Base d Training Program (NeC?, May, 1997).
Adnntages of the Approach
The approac h used by the NCC P is useful in assessing the overall program of the NCC P.
The approach has the following advantages:
I. the needs and goals (issues and concerns) of the stakeholding audiences;
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2. the programsdelivery;
3. determine lflearning too k place:durin g the course and in the field ;
4 . evaluat e the program impact (NCCP, May, 1997) .
Dindvan ll:ges of th e Approach
The disadv antages of the Kind erbo ff approach are as follows :
1. The approach usedin identifyin g the issues and concerns of the NCC P took into
consideration onl y the opinions of model coaches across Canada. Thereare more
than 600 .000 coachescertifi ed at various levels in Canada aDdfar morethat have
enro lled in the program;
2. the evalua tion usedonly two of the six stages in the model ;
3. the approach was broad in its scope . It was usedin all theory course s across five
levels ofNCCP coursesandtoo k in all sports registeredin the program;
4. the approach was labour intensive;
S. the cost o f the evaluation was great.
Su mma ry
As a judo training pro gram, the Level Two Technical program is offered on a regular
basis across Canada.. Coaches. whether professional or vo lunteer. have beentnlined andcertifi ed
by the NCCP . Yet evaluation of this, and other training programs, has not been a priority o f
NCC P.
Ifan eval uation study is to provide meaningful data that will lead to (a) valid assessment
of theexisting progtam. and (b) specific info rmation for course improvemen t, the evaluati on
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approacb must beone that is broad in scope, examining all aspects oftbe program. Furthermore.
the approach should be iodeptb. allowing for broadconsultation and or examination ofall aspects
of the program. Witb this in mind, the researcher bas selected the participatory approach as
delineatedby Stake in his Responsive Model of Evaluation,
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CHAPTER 3
Eva lua tio n Methodology a nd Desig n
Eval uation Design
The evaluator of the NCC P technical two for judo has chosen to use the participant-
oriented approach in the evaluation, because it is structured in suc h a way that its flexibility will
allow the evaluator to use any means or instruments that will satisfy the concerns and issues of
all stake holders . The approac h will al low questionnaires. prclpost tests from the objectives -
oriented approach. interviews. and sport experts from the experdse-orieated approac h in the
overal l evaluation. In short, any proced ure that will satisfy the concerns andissues of all
stakeho lders may beused. Since the evaluator has a certaindegree of expertise in both the
technical and coaching aspects of the spo rt, as well as some know ledge o f evaluation. the
parti cipant-oriented approach will give the flexib ility to satisfy all stakehold ers concerns,
including the concerns of the primary stakeh olders who, in all likelihood, would insist on
technical expertise to some degreefro m the eval uator. The major areas of concern with this
evaluation is distance and funding.
Theeval uator made one majordivcrsio n from Stake's (1995) model. Stake proposed the
use of all stake holding audiences in every phase of the evalua tion. the evaluat or of the NCCP
Level Two for the sport of judo elec ted to use only primary stake ho lders to derive the evaluation
standards . The rationale behind doing this wasthe group' s familiarity with the needs of the
Level Tw o coach. They bad the experience andknowledge base to make a value judgment based
on what requireme nts woul d be necessary. Secondarystakeholders or studen t coaches would not
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have thisknowledg e; tberefcre, they would DOt be in a position to assess the knowledge base
required to addm>smany of the issues and concerns, The evaluator felt this knowledge base
would beof param ount imponance to credibility and the implementation of successful standards.
Evaluation Model
The evaluation oftbe NCCP Level Two Technical coachingcourse for j udo was
undertaken using a modified Stake Responsive Mood, which is one oftbe participant-ol"ieoted
approaches to evaluation. Stake, in his approach, useda twe lve step procedural model designed
like the face of a dock. The approach responds to the stake holding audiences ; however, the
evaluator modified Stake's approach to inc lude two phases. Theprimary stakebolding audiences,
the groupwho made the determination of the standards and representative criteria wereusedin
phaseone . The secondary stakebolding group, which also included the primarystakeholding
audience wereusedin phase two . This approach was usedbecause of the unique nature ofjudo.
Judo is a ranked sport where sta tus or rank is the major determinant of those who sho uld do
evaluations. Judo be lt ranks are awarded by senior black belt ranks. Thi s derives itself from o ld
martial tradition. As a result. lower nmks many not hav e the statUS or credibility to determine
standards nor would they have the knowledge base to make thedetermination.
The secondary stake holders would be the perfect candidates to determine the validity of
the course offering as meas ured againstthe standards. The seco ndary stake holders were asked to
give a summative evaluation of the standards. Based on the quantitative andqualitative
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questions con tained in the surveys the evaluator made the n:commendations anddrewthe
conclusi ons o f the program.
Evaluatio n P~edures
In order to give the flexibility that is requiredin a Responsive Evaluation. Robert Stake
set the steps to performing his evaluation in a circular fashion in orde r to show that stepscan be
followed in ord er. (f igure 2.1. p. 4 1) diagram. or in any order the evaluator deems appropriate.
'Theevaluator can addor delete steps if this seems appropriate to the situation within an
evaluatio n. The evaluator of tbe NCC P Leve l Two Technical chose to cond uct the evaluation in
two phases, divided into eight steps, (See figure 3.1).
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Theevaluation appr:oacb chosenincluded the foUowing steps:
~
1. all stakeholding audiences were identified;
2. all documentation including minutes ofmcctings, general guidelioc:s,stated objecti ves
of the Level Two Technical course werecollected andaDalyzcd;
3. all primary stakeho lders were surv eyed to prioritize the ir issues and concerns;
4. standardswere formalized with criteria set to test these standards.
Phas e Tw o
5. a surv ey was co nstructed using the criteria from the standards and sent to all those
coacheswho badtaken the Level Two Technical course. Thestakehold ers were
identified from the NCCP database for judo (NCCP database, 1996).
6. the data were the n analyzed to determine if the standards weremet ;
7. a fi.naI report was formulated com paring the coac hes data with that of the standards ;
8. recommendations were made to improve the Level Two Technical course for judo.
EvaluatioDMet hodo logy
The evalua tion o f the NCCP technical course for thesport of judo Wll5 conducted over a
ODeyear period. Phase one involved aD identification of thestakebolding audi ences anda
subsequent categorization ofthi s group to include: primary , secondary, and tertiary . The tertiary
gro up was not used in the evaluation because their interest is stri ctly a curiesity. However , they
wo uld begiven the evaluation report when it wascompleted. The second step in phase one of
the evaluation was to identify the issues andconcerns oftbe primary stakeholders. Phase two
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involved the application of the standards and their relevant criteria to determine the worth of the
existing NCCP technical course for the sport of judo.
Sta keholder Identificati on
The primary stakeholders were identified using the Judo Canada phone directory, which
contained all the names and positions of this group. The secondary stakeho lders, the coaches
who had taken the NCCP Technical for judo , were identified using the NCCP database (NCep
database, 1996). The database contained the names and completed courses of all 456 coaches
who certified at Level Two . In addition to the above sports specific stakeho lders, there are other
tertiary stakeholders who have an interest in the program. These include: The Coaching
Association of Canada, Sport Canada , and both the federal government, who ultimately funded
the program, and the representative provincial governments who administe r them.
I . The primary stakeholders or experts in judo consisted of the: administrators, course
des igners, master course conductors and course conductors of the NCCP techn ical course
for judo .
A. Ad ministraton
The administrato rs of the course are the Sports Director of Judo Canada, Judo
Canada's NCCP Committee . and the Chairpersons of each provincial NCCP
Committee. Their primary role is to put course offerings forward and to ensure
that all aspects of the course are covered and that qualified instructors and/o r
experts are recruited to teach these courses. In addition. administrators keep track
of successful candidates in the program.
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B. Conne Designen
'Ibeseare the people who origiDaUyorganized the program and wrote the
technical manual They consisted of judo experts and ronsuitanlS from.the CAC
andSport Canada..
C. Muter Coune Conductor (Mcq
MasterCourse Conductors are course conductors who select, train andevaluate
course conductors . There is usually only one MCC in each province and there are
others who are attac bed to Judo Canada 's NCC P committee. The master course
conductor is the person who is in charge ofenswing the standards are maintained
in each course offering. The MCC also designates course cooductors and oth er
experts to teachcourses . The MCC is also in charge of training and yearly
evaluating o f course conductors.
D. Course Cond uctor (cq
This individual is certified at one level above the course being taught and is
responsible for teaching the course offering. They are selected and trained by
master course conductors.
2. The secondary stake holders arc the coaches who have certified themselves as level one
coaches and takenthe Level Two Theory course. In addition to this, they have completed
the Level Two Technical course for judo. Theevaluator decided to modify this group to
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include only fully certi fied Level Two coaches to ensure the theory compo nent was
com pleted. a prereq uisite for doing theTecbnica.I Two co urse. The evaluator determined
thatonly thosecoaches actively involved in attaining the pr3Ctical compo nent would be in
a position to assess the oeedsof Level Two coaching oceds. It would be impossib le to
ascertain who was or was oat pursuing thepractical compooeot. Those who had
completed all three compooeots andwere fully certified LevelTwo coachescould be
idenrified from the NCCP database .
3. The tertiary stak e ho lders were the CAC and their representative provincial
committees, Sport Canada, The FederalGovernment and the ten provincial and two
territorial governm ents in Canada. These stake bolding audienceshave an interest in the
program, but only from a distance. They want to know the program exists and that it is
progressing well . This stakebolding group wo uld have no knowledge c f the issues and
concerns that are relevant to the sport of judo, nor would they have any knowledge of the
content of the level Twocourse that this evaluation is assessing.
A. The Co.chiDg AssodatieD or Cauada (CAq
TheCAC is an arm of Sport Canada.. Its primary respo nsibility is theoverseeing of
all coursesand the programs of the sports governing bodies who offer the NCCP. It
also has the responsibility of developing and evaluating thetheory components of the
NCCP program.
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B. Sport Canada
Sport Canada is an ann oftbe federal govemreem, It bas the responsibility of
apportioning the funds allocated by the Government ofCanada for Spon..
C. Federal Govcrn mltot
This political body funds Sport Canada who ultimately fund the NCCP.
D. Provincial GovernmltotJ & Terri to ries
Theseten [10] political bodies aDdtwo [2] territories have the respons ibility of
administering the programsoftbe various sports governing bodies.
Co nce rns a nd Issues
This evaluation wasdesigned to gaina consensus from all stake:holding audiences to
ensure the NCCP Technical Two for judo met the needs and desires of all stakeho lders by
meeting standards and criteria of the course . The evaluator chose the:spring and swnmer as a
starting timeof the:evaluation in order to give stakeholden the best opportunity to respcod, The
fall andwinter moow are traditionally the in-season, while July and August are considered the
off-season. The early stages in the:evaluation included an issues andconcerns survey as one of
the tools to determine standards to evaluate theprogram (Appendix A).
The:primary stakeho lders were contacted and given a personal profile sheet (Appendix
A), which would provide pertinent informati on for the evaluator . Along with this, a
questionnaire based 00 theobjectives, oftbc: existing NCCP Technical Two for j udo, andthe
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NCCP Theory Two courses, were included to help identify further issues and concerns. thro ugh
background and demographic information.
In addition to these issues and concc:ms, thee..aluator chose ten categori es based on
topics that were most representative of the issues and concerns of a successful course offering,
which would provide the coaches with the best and most current infonnation. Each category then
resulted in a standard., which was appli ed to theexistin g course to assessit effectiveness. The se
categ ories include:
t . Coaches get the bestinstruction availa ble.
2. The curriculum consist of the latest coaching techniques and resourcematerial
available .
3. Learningshould hav e beenachieved by all those taking thecourse offering.
4. All coaches should be familiar with the historical deve lopmeot of judo, both wortd-
wide and in Canada.
5. Coaches should be given the latest availab le information on how to set-up and
administer a club .
6. Coaches should be made familiar with the latest teac hing technique s.
7. Coaches should be familiar with skill analysis techniques for athletes .
8. Coaches sho uld know how to physical ly and men tally train athletes for competition.
9. Coaches sho uld prepared to invoke an injury prevention program.
10. Coaches should be familiar with the theory of judo waza (techniques).
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Collection and Treatment afData
In phase one, a concerns and issues survey (See Appendix A) was sent to all primary
stakeholders. The survey was composed of threeparts : a demographics portion, an issues and
concerns survey using numerical scale, and a qualitative questionnaire. The numerical scale was
composed of questions derived from the existing curriculum and from conversations with many
primary stakeho lders. Each issue and concern was then ranked from poor to exce llent. by using a
five point Likert scale.
In addition to the data collected from thesurvey , data were usedfrom five focus group
meetings held across Canada. These groups, comprised of executives of Judo Canada and each
provincial executive, as well as club instructors from the five regions of Canada, identified issues
and concerns on a broad range of judo topics, includin g coaching designed to improve j udo in
Canada. The data were categorized to form ten standards with representative criteria, deve loped
from the categories listed earlie r.
In phase two a survey was sent by mail to 100 coaches , which represented 22% of all
certified level two coaches. This group also included the names of the primary stake holders .
Thesurvey group was chosen by random sample from the 456 coaches from the NCCP database
(NCCP database, 1996). Respondents were asked to comment on, and recomme nd further
improvements in thecourse . Each respondent wasasked to complete and return the surve y
within a three-week period . As an enticement. the evaluato r offered an incentive to those who
complied with the deadline . Each survey that arrived within the three week period bad the name
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of theautborentcTed in a draw for a prize.,which wasdonated by Iukado Inc..a martialarts
supply compan y. AU respondents in theevaluation were assured aoonymity andconfidential ity.
When all the data were collected and compiled. each standard wasevaluated using
frequency andpercentages to determine if the standard hadbeensatisfied, in the opinion of
respondents. The evaluato r used the computer software, Statistical Anal ysis SPSS 6.0 to effect
theanalysis.
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CHAPTER 4
Evalua tioDADalysis
Introduction
The evaluation o f the NCCP (National Coac hing Certification Program ) Techni cal Two
for the sport of jud o was conductedto determineiftbe present NCC P Level Technical Two was
fulfilling the needs ofall judo stakeholders.Theevaluation was conducted over a OD.e year period
with stakeholders from ail ten provinces and two territories ofCaoada participating in the
evaluati on. As well. there were some coaches from the United States who alsoparticipat ed in the
evaluati on. The evaluation wasconducted in two phases: Phase one identified the issues and
concernsofall expert stakeholders in thesport. also referred to as primary stakeholders. Phase
two surveyed all stakeho ldin g audiences. both primary and secon dary (roaches who had taken the
course).
In order to effect an evaluation, the evaluator chose a modified Stake Respons ive
Evaluation Model (Stake , 199 5). Theevaluator deviat ed from Stake' s model by choosing to
conduct the process in two phases. with only the primary stake holders usedto set standards for
the course . Phase Two evaluated thecourse using thestan dards which evo lved from.phase one.
andwhich determined the measure of success for the NCC P level two technical for judo.
AudieDces
Theprimary stake hold ers or experts in judo consisted of administrators. course design ers,
master course conductors (Mcq and course conductors (cq ofthe NCC P technical course for
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judo . Tbesestakeholders were selected froma database ofcourse cceducrors from theNCCP
database of May24, 1996. The secondary stakeho lders were selected from the same database.
According to this database, therewere 456 coaches who hadtaken the course . These included
both primary and secondary stakebo lding audiences. In addition to the above sports specific
stake holders. there are other tertiary stakeho lders who have an interest in the program. These
include: TheCoaching Assoc iation of Canada (CAC) , Sport Canada (SC) and both the federal
governme nt, who funds the program., and the represe ntative provincial governments who
administerthc:m.
L Admin istn. ton
Theadministrators of the course are the Sports Directo r of Judo Canada. Judo Canada 's
NCC P Comminee, and the Cbeirpersons of each provincial NCCP Committee. Their primary
role is to put course offe rin gs forward, to ensure that all aspects of the course are covered, and
that qualified instructors and/or experts are recruitedto teach the courses . In addition.
administrators keep records of successful candidates in the program.
b. Co urse Deslgnen
Theseare the people who originally organized the program and wrote the technical
manual.
eoMu ter Course Cond uct or (Mcq
There is usually only one MCC in eacb province for a sport. Themaste r course
conductor is the person who is in charge of enswing the standards are maintainedin eachcourse
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offering . The MCC also desi gnates course co nducto rs and other experts to teach co urses . The
MCC is alsoin charge of trainin g and yearly evaluating ofcourseconduetors.
d. Coune Condudor (cq
Thi s indi vidual is certified at one level above the course beingtaugh t and is responsible
for teaching the course offering .
e.Coacb
The coach is any person who has taken the NCCP Level Two Technical for the sport of
jud o .
f. T he C oaebiDg AssociatiO D of Ca Dacia
This body is an arm of Sport Canada, whose primaryresponsibility is the overseeing of
all courses andthe programs of all the sports-governing bodies who offer the NCC P. Theyalso
have the responsibility of developing andeval uating thetheory components of theNCCP
program.
goSport Cana da
Spo rt Canada is an arm of the federal governmen t It hasthe responsibility of
apporti oning the funds allocat ed by the Government of Canada for Sports education.
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Phase One Analy sis
Stakeholder Determin ation
The primary stakeho lding audiences were identified through interviews with Judo Canada
along with the NCCP database . The primary stakeholders were then contacted through
interviews and questionnaires, along with the results of five focus group meetings conducted by
Judo Canada [only part of these meetings were allocated to NCCP issues} to develop the items
that would designate a coach as being successful. The surveys were sent to all 69 primary or
expert stakeho lders. In addition to the above, the existing Technical Two Course manual and the
NCCP Theory Course manua l were used as guides. These concerns and issues were then
categorized and made into the ten standards that would be the determinant of a successful course
offering .
Educ ational Background
The experts in the phase one evaluation were located geographically in all ten provinces
of Canada. They came from various profess ional backgrounds with varying educationa l
qualificat ions.
The educational background of the expert group indicates a total of 19 out of the 29
respondents or 66%, have higher than high school or community college education . The
groupings also show that 45% of the respondents have masters degrees or higher (see Table 4.1).
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Aglr Gro upin g
The respondents wereaUmature individuals. None in the issuesandconcerns evaluation
(phase one) were under 31 yean of age. This can be readily explainedbecause judo is a ranked
sport, andas such coaches who an: of senior ranks an: the ones coaching. There are time andage
restrictions on rank. For exam ple, a Yondan (4th Degree Black Belt) basto be a minimum.age of
24 years of age and spend four years in rank in order to be promoted . There is a minimum
qualification for entry as a master course conducto r (MCC) or a course conductor (CC).
Provincialassociations will choose only their most senior coacbes and belt ranks (nonnally
fourth danandabove ). Thesepositions, because o f their very eanee, will recruit older
candidates. Normally athletes only beginto coach after their competitive careers have ended
This. for many athlet es. will be their late twenties .
Language
Canada is a country which has many cultures and language backgrounds. Predominant
among these languag es an: Englishand French, whi ch form the two officiallanguagcs in Canada.
10phase one onl y threerespondents were ofFrcnch Canadianorigin. The primary reason for
this discrepancywas COSL The evaluator did DOt have the resources to pursue the evaluation in
two languages. Tberr: were nine surveyssent to Quebec and only two returns. The other French
return was from New Brunswick, where there were five surveys sent out and onl y one returned
(see Table 4.1).
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Geographic G rouping
The respo ndents fromthe phase one evaJuatioD came from all provinces in Canada. with
the majority of respondents coming from British Columbia. (see Ta ble 4.1)
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The evaluator chose ten basic cate gories that were most representative of a successful
course offering andwhich would provide the coaches with the bestand most current information
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to enable them to complete the best course available. Each category then resulted in a standard.
which was app lied to the existi ng course to assess its effectiveness . These categories include :
I. Instruction
2. Curricu lwn
3. Learning
4. Historical develo pment of judo
5. Club set-up and administration
6. Teaching
7. Skill analysis of athletes
8. Physical and mental training
9. Injury prevention
10. Theory of ju do waza (techniq ues)
Each of the categories listed above was stated as a standard with representative criteria. If
the criteria were all met, then the standard wasdeemed to have been satisfied. The ten standards
and their representative criteria were then sent to all members of the stakeholding audience and
asked to rate the existing cour se based on these standards, using a five point Likert Scale (see
Appendix B). The random sample consisted of 100 coaches taken from the NCCP database of
certified Level Two coaches in judo across Canada. For survey research, Sudman (1976)
suggests there be at least 20 to 50 subjects in a minor subgroup whose responses are to be
analyzed. The Level Two coaches represent 26% of the 1,434 coaches in judo. Those practicing
judo in Canada range from 19,000 to 23,000 members . The survey resulted in a 45% response
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rate. The evaluator used frequency and percentage as the determinants of whether the standard
was met. The standards and their evaluation criteria are included below.
~
Standard 1: The NCCP Program for the sport of judo recruits quality coache s and
instructors.
Criteria I. The coach has professional development on an ongoing basis.
2. Coaches and instructors are good communicators who motivate
students.
3. Coaches and instructors keep current on the latest techniques and
scientific knowledge available.
4. The program/curriculum is flexible and accessible to all prospective
coaching candidates.
Standard 2: Th e curriculum satisfies the needs of the Level Two coach .
Criteria I. The curriculum is suited to the time allotted for training .
2. The curriculum is well organized and content elements are linked.
3. The instruction is suited to the language and literacy level of club
coaches.
4. The curriculum is supported by the best resource materials available.
5. The curriculum covers all aspects of running an effective Dojo (judo
club).
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Standard 3 The program/course results in knowledge transfer adequate for the
Level Two coach .
Criteria I . Course conductors have a minimum certification level ofone above
the level being taught., or special knowledge in the topic area.
2. Upon completing the course , student coaches can demonstrate
adequate knowledge and skill attainment.
3. All subject matte r in the course is covered effectiv ely.
Standard 4: Coaches will be able to teach the historical development of judo.
Criteria 1. Coac hes will be able to teachjudo's historical development from
jujutsu.
2. Coaches will be prepared to teach judo's development from its
emergence on the world scene to the present day .
3. Coaches will be prepared to teach the history ofjudo as it pertains to
Canada.
Standard 5: The Level Two coach will be able to set-up a dojo (judo club or training
hall) and use short and long term training plan s to enabl e students to compete at the
provincial championships.
Criteria 1. The Level Two coach will be prepared to set up a club for training
competitors and non-competitors.
2. Coaches "ill be able to detennine the training needs ofjudo athlete s.
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3. level Two coaches will beable to set-up short and long-term plans.
taking into consideration the goals of athle tes and coaches.
4. Level Two coaches will beable to implement the goals of coaches and
athletes by determining strategies andtactics to prepare them for
provincial championships.
Standard 6: Level Two judo coach es will be able to coaduct a proper judo class
usiDg aU releva nt end pertiDent meth odologies.
Criteria I. Coaches will beable to use different teaching methods.
2. Coaches will beable to create a positive learnin g environment.
3. Coaches will know the strategic skills app ropriate to the athlete's
developmental age.
4. Coaches will beable to apply principles of coaching related to all
growth and developmental considerations.
Staadard 7: Coaches will possess the basic inform ati on an d be prep ared to apply and
assess the variou s waza (techniques) for the sport of jUdo.
The Level Two Coach will :
Criteria 1. Possess the basic infonnation on body movement and be prepared.to
use biomecbanical principles in their applicatio n of judo skills.
2. The level Two coach will beable to assess judo waza using the
princip le of maximum efficiency .
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3. The Leve l Two coach will be ab le to assess body movement using the
seve n principles outlined in the Level 2 Theory manual.
4. The Level Two coach will be able to identify the diffe rent types of
levers used with judo waza and their uses .
5. The Level Two judo coach will know the princip les ofcenter of
gravity and balance .
6. The Level Two judo coach will know the basic judo waza as outlined
in Kodokan Judo by Jigoro Kano .
Standard 8: Th e Level Two judo coach will possess th e knowledge to be abl e to
apply all phases of physical and mental tr aining skills necessary to th e development of th e
judo athlete competing at the provincial level.
Criteria 1. The Leve l Two Coach will be prepared to use spec ific methods of
training that will:
i. encompass the three energy systems ;
ii. design a basic resistance training program ;
iii. design a flexibility training program ;
2. be able to train judo athletes using mental training methods;
3. The Level Two Coach will be prepared to discuss the physica l effect s
of tra ining during the different phases of training and ove r different
time periods.
4. The Level Two coach will be prepared to advise athletes on a proper
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training diet which will be used both for pre-competition, competition
and the transition phases of training .
Standa rd 9: Th e Level Two judo coach will be able to develop and implement an
injury prevention plan.
Criteria 1. The Level Two judo coach will be able to relate information on the
prevention of judo related injuries.
2. The Level Two coach will know the basic medical implications of
various judo related injuries .
3. The Level Two judo coach will have basic first aid knowledge and be
prepared to take immed iate and effective action when injurie s occur.
4. The Level Two judo coach will have the knowledge to assist in the
rehabilitation ofvarious judo injuries.
5. The Level Two coach will be able to develop an injury prevention plan
for his/her dojo .
Standa rd 10: The Level Two judo coach will be abl e to teach the Nage no ka ta of
Kodokan J udo, along with its pu rp ose and ben efits, and have a worki ng knowledge of the
Ka tame no ka ta.
Criteria 1. The Level Two Coach will understand the purpos e of learnin g kata ,
together with the physical and mental element s involved in performing
them .
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2. The Level Two Coach will know the names of the various technique s
of the Randori no kata (Nage no kata and Katame no kata) .
3. The Level Two Coach will know how to apply the principl e of
action/reaction in all the techniques.
4. The Level Two Coach will be able to apply the "J u" (flexibilit y)
principle.
5. The Level Two Coach will be able to apply the principle of
"maximum effic iency" (maximum efficient use of power) in each kata.
Su mma ry
The ten standards with their representative criteria were a result of an analysis of existing
course material , including manual s, as well as interviews conducted with some NCCP course
conductors and admini strators. In addition , all primary stakeholders, which included designers,
administrators, master course conductors contributed to the development of the standards through
a survey instrument.
The ten standards were used to determine the effectiveness ofthe existin g course . The
purpose of the evaluation was formative rather than summative, with improvement of the Level
Two Technical course being the goal.
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Phase Two Ana lysis
Phase 2 of the evaluatio n involved sendingthe staDdards developed from Phase 1 to all
stakeholders. including both the experts and those coaches whohadpreviously tak en the Level
Twe Tecbnical for judo. and subsequently became certified as Level Twe certified coaches .
Therewere 459 possibl e stakeholders from whi ch to choose a represen tative sample . The
eval uator chose to send100 surveys to stake holders. selected randomly . for approximat ely 22%
of all possi ble respondents. Thesestakeholders . including primary and seco ndary stakehold ers,
were then asked to evaluate the present course using the ten standards and their representative
criteria derived from the first phase.
Thi s evaluation useda five point Likert scale with val ues (see Table 4 .2).
Table 4.2 Evaluation Scale
Value
IDtnprdation
Suongly Disagree
Disagree
NeutralA_
Strongly Agree
The scale wasusedto determine ifstandards andcri teria weremet. Th e evaluator
dete rmine d that scores of four or higher would indicate that the standard hadbeen met. In
addition, the evaluator determined that 70% ofaUrespondents would have to indicate a four or
five sco re for a positive outcome on each standard.
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The standards derived from the analysis of Phase One are listed below giving an
introduction and the evaluators concerns. Each standard was presented in a results table. The
evaluator has also chose n to represent the data in graph form using a histogram. A brief
discuss ion follows each standard.
Quality Coaches
The Level Two Technica l Manual (Judo Canada, 1979) did not include a section on the
quality of coaching; however, the focus meetings and interviews reflected the need for this
section. Many of the responde nts felt that if the program was to succeed, then Judo Canada must
recruit quality course conductors as well as quality student coaches (see Table 4.3). In addition
to recruiting top quality peop le, Judo Canada must ensure that the coaches' level of knowledge is
kept curre nt.
Standard I: The NCCP Program for th e Sport of Judo recruits qu ality coaches and
instructors.
Criteria 1. The coach has professional development on an on going basis.
2. Coaches and instructors are good commun icators who motivate
students.
3. Coaches and instructors keep current on the latest techniques and
scient ific knowledge avai lable.
4. The program/curriculum is flexible and accessible to all prospective
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coaching candidates.
Ta ble -1.3 Recru itm ent of Coaches and Instru ctors.
Value Label
Recrui ts Qua lity Coach es and Instruclors.
Frequency Percentage of Respon den ts
Disagree
Neutra l
Ag=
SlronglyAgree
Total
7
s
19
10
41
17
12
46
24
99
N -4 1; Missing 0
Coac huandInstr uclors
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Figure 4. 1. The quality coaches who enter the NCCP Level Two for the sport of judo .
In standard one there were 19 respondents who indicated agreement or stron g agreem ent.
represe nting 70% positive response respondents. Som e respo ndents suggest ed that it was not
poss ible for course conductors or for the NCC P to directl y impac t in the recruitment ofquali ty
coac hes, as the syste m has to take whoever regis ters for the COU TSC. In add ition, coaches are
recruited from those who have completed the prerequisites, that is, be cert ified at Level One. and
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have comp leted Level Two Theory . It is possib le that much ofthis concern is taken care of prior
to any cours e offering by club coaches and cours e conductors. who recommend candidates to do
courses. The NCCP program cannot refuse anyone who fulfills all the criteria for acceptanc e in
the course . The evalua tor felt that those coaches possessing the prerequisites would. in all
likelihood. be quality candidates, as they spent the time and energy up-grading themselves to the
point ofqua lifying themse lves for the Level Two Technical course for judo.
Based on the result s of the data analysis, with 70% of all respondents indicating agreed or
strongly agreed , the researc her has determined that Standard One is being met.
C ur r iculum
This section deal s with all aspects of the materia l being taught. Many of the stakeholders
felt the need to keep coache s well versed in new ideas being introduced into coach ing. Other s
felt it was paramount that new judo techniques being used on the international scene be
introduced on an ongoing basi s in order that coaches be kept current . It was also felt that that
since coaches at this level would be running their own dojos (clubs). this knowledge was
important.
Sta ndard 2: Th e cur r iculum sa tisfies th e needs of the Leve l Two coach.
Criteria I . The curriculum is suited to the time allotted for training .
2. The curriculum is well organized and elements are linked.
3. The curriculum instruction is suited to the languag e and literacy level
of club coache s.
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4. Thecurriculwn is supported by thebestreso urce materia.Iavailable.
s. Thecurricul wn covers all aspects ofnmning an effective Dojo (judo
club) .
Table 4.4 Coaches Needs
There were 41 respondents who answered this section. Of the 41 , there were 32 who
answered favorably, for a total o f 78% who agreed that the standard hadbeen met. There were
six who were not sure if the standardbad been met, while only threefelt it bad not.
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Most of the responden ts felt, however, that the technica l manual for the course needed to
be revised . The course was first introduced in 1977 and the course had not been up-graded since
that time. There seems to be a contradiction here with regard to the value of the technical
manua l, but it can be explained quite easily. The needed course revisio ns are being added and
taught by the course conductors. What is lacking in the manual is being incorporate d by the
instructors themselves.
There were many primary stakeholders who had concerns because some material had to
be "glossed -over" in order to fit present time constrain ts. In order for the coaches to get the best
course possible, the course would have to be lengthened. There were some suggestions on how
this might be achieved. Some suggested a semester approach. This would be achieved by
dividing the course up into units. A few even suggested dividing the whole Developing Athletes
Program, while others felt simply lengthening the course to whatever was required was all the
organizers had to do.
Based on the results of the data analysis, 78% of all respondents agreed or strongly
agreed, the researcher determined that Standard Two is being met.
Learning
The third standard requires that knowledge be passed on. It ensures a minim um level of
training for course conductors who must teach the course . This standard also suggests some
form of testing proced ure to ensure know ledge transfer has taken place. The standard that was
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developed from the issues and concerns survey and other material gathered in the fact finding
process is as follows:
Sta ndard 3: T he program/course resu lts in knowledge tran fer adeq uate for the
Level Two coach.
Criteria 1. Course conductors have a minimum certification level of one (I)
above the level being taught , or special knowledge in the topic area.
2. Upon completing the course, student coaches can demon strate
adequate know ledge and skill attainment.
3. All subject matter in the course is covered effectively.
Tab le ·loS Know ledge Transfer
Value Label
Kllo~ ledge T raDsfer
Frequency Percentage of Respondents
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
StronglyAgrce
Total
1
"21
8
41
N -41; Missing v O
2
27
512.
100
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There were 41 respo nde nts who addressed this standard . There were 29 respond ents. or
71% who feit that the standard was being met (tho se who ans wered agree or strongl y agree).
Eleven respondents were ne utral on this issue. whil e only one felt the standard had not been met.
A possible exp lanation for this unsureness by some respondents is the: technical manual
itse lf. Theremay have beenconfusion regan1ing whether the man ual for thecourse met this
standard or whether the course did. It seems clear that the course conductors are making up for
any shortage in the course material.
Even though the co urse offering hasestab lished a minimum leve l of certi fication for
course conductors, there is still no guan.n tee that knowledg e transfer will take place DOrthat the
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methods used by the cond uctor will affec t any degree of learn ing. Th is, unfortunately, is inhere nt
in all courses .
Based on the results of the data analys is (7 1% of all respondents agreed or strong ly
agreed) , the researc her determi ned that Standard Three is being met.
Hislorica l Developmenl of J udo
Since judo has a stro ng influence from the clas sical bujutsu (traditional martial arts) of
Japan , as we ll as in the Olym pic movement, the vast majori ty of those in the sport feel a sect ion
on the historica l development is necessary in order to show coac hes and athle tes the cont inu ity
and the development of traditions that are inherent in the sport.
Standard 4: Coa ches wil l be a ble 10 lea ch th e hist orical dev elopm ent of judo.
Criteria I . Coac hes will be able to teach judo ' s historical developmen t from
jujutsu .
2. Coaches will be prepared. to teach judo's development from its
emergence on the world scene to the present day .
3. Coaches will be prepared to teach the history of j udo as it perta ins to
Canada.
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Ta ble 4.6 Historical Developme at
Value Label
ToW
I
s,
17,
41
N - 41; Missing-O
2
12
22
42
22
100
f ~-_
.....
v.... '--
Manyofthc stakeholders. especiallythose primary stakeholders who participated in the
study, felt that thebiggest gap in thehistory of j udo was related to judo in Canada and thatof the
individual s and provinces within the union . There were 26 stake holders who felt that the
knowledge of the historical development ofjudo was being met. Thi s comprised 64% of the 41
total respondents. Therewere: nin e stakeholders who bad DO opinio n on this issue, 15% who did
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not fed it was important enough to include in II Level Two Technical course for Judo (Judo
Canada, 1979).
The Level Two Technical manual gives very littl e in the way of the histo rical
deve lopment o f judo in Canada or elsewhere. The early history of judo is well documented in
Japan. but this is recorded in Japanese:, and is primaril y Japanese history. Thereis 00 history of
judo written on the Canadian scene . Judo Canadabas undertaken this project, however, no
manusc ript has been introduced at the time of this evaluation.
Based on the results ofthe data analysis (64% ofall respo ndents agreed or stro ngly
agreed), the researcher determined that Standard Four is not being met.
G ub Sd-up and Adminilltrati on
The original aim of the NCCP Technical Two for judo wasto train coaches at the club
level. In other words, coaches sho uld beable to run their own dojo (club). In addi tion. they
should beable to asse ss the training needs and set-up lo ng and short -term trainin g plans of all the
athletes in their charge . The final goal would be to have the athletes compete at provincial level
competi tion. Theseconcerns were represented by Standard S
Sianda rd 5: Th e Level T wo coacb will be able 10 le i-up . dojo Uudo dub or training
balI) and use sbort and JOD&term train ing pillus 10eDable students 10 compete at the
proviDcial cbampionsbips.
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Criteria 1. The Level Two coach will be prepared to set up a club for training
competitors and non-competitors.
2. Coac hes will be able to determin e the training needs of j udo athletes.
3. Level Two coac hes will be able to set-up sho rt and long-term plans,
taking into consideration the goals of ath letes and coaches.
4. Level Two Coac hes will be able to implement the goals of coac hes and
ath letes to determ ine strategies and tactics to prepare them for
provincial championships.
T ab le 4.7 Club O rgani zati on a nd Adminislration
Value Label
Club Organ ization and Administntion
Frequency Percent
SuonglyDisagree
Disagree
Neutral
A"",
Slrong lyAgree
Total
2
\
7
I'
12
4\
N - 41; Missing - O
,
2
17
46
2.
99
~ t 1--- -~ - -MI -- -
ls i - - -: t_~ - ~. 1:=
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Discu ssion.
There were 41 respondents who addressed Standard Five. Of these, 31 indicated that the
standard had been met, by indicating they agreed or strongly agreed . This amounted to 76 % of
all respondents. There were two respondents who strongly disagreed with the standard. Some
respondents felt that the provincial judo associa tions should do more to help develop a manual to
aid instructors start their own clubs.
Many of the ath letes who train in the clubs system in Canada are not only competing at
the provincial level, but are also competing at the national and international levels. The
knowledge level required to develop long and short tenn planning is far beyond the scope of a
Level Two Technical course . Some respondents felt that coaches should be encouraged to
pursue Levels Threeand Four respectively.
Based on the results of the data analysis (76% of all respondents agreed or strongly
agreed), the researcher determined that Standard Five is being met.
One of the aims of the NCCP is to train competent instructors and teachers. In order to
make any course offering interesting, instructors should be prepared to use different teaching
methods to pass on the required information. This variety, it is hoped, would instill a positive
learning atmosphere for all student coaches . In addition, course conductors and coaches should,
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upon completi on of the cou rse , be able to instruc t, using growth and development considerations
to appropriate developmental ages .
Standard 6: Level Two jud o ccaehes will be able to conduct a proper jud o class using
all relevant and pertinent methodologies .
Crtreria I . Coaches will be able to use different teaching methods.
2. Coaches will be able to create a positive learn ing environment.
3. Coaches will know the strategic skills appropriate to the ath lete 's
developmental age,
4. Coaches will be able to apply principles of coaching related to all
growth and deve lopme nta l conside rations.
Table 4.8: Teaching Meth odologies
Value Label
Teaching Methodologies
Frequency Percentage of Respondents
Disagree
Neutra l
A....'
Strongly Agree
T....
J
6
"17
41
N ""4 1; Missing - 0
J
"J7
42
100
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Standard 6 Eva lua tion
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Figur t4.6 Thetc:achingprc:parationn«dsofcoaches
Of the 41 respondents who answered the survey, 32 either agreed or strongly agreed with
the standard. This represents 79% of all respondents. Some responde nts felt coaches should
know how to teach. how to use teaching aids, when to discuss, and when to lecture. They should
also know when to use demonstration perfonnance methods and also how to use them. The same
responde nts felt it was important that coaches and instructors be given courses in teaching.
The focus of the NCCP and Judo Canada has been on competitive athletes. The younger
athletes, are not included in this focus. Some responde nts suggested that a separate section of the
course be deve loped to accommodate coaches who coach younger athletes . If athletes are forced
into competition too soon the possibility exists that they will leave and go to less stressful
environments.
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Basedon the results of the data analysis (79% ofall respo ndents agreed or stro ngly
agreed), the researche r determin ed that Standard Six is being met.
Skill Analuis of Athl etes
The sport ofj udo is such that it requires the use ofall energy systems of the body as well
as the biomechanical movements that are representative ofall judo waza(techni ques). In
additio n to this, there are basic judo princip les that are inherent in the sport. The Level Two
coach must be prepared to analyze these in order to maximize the athlete 's potential and as a way
of injury prevention.
Sta ndard 7: Coacbes will pon ess tbe basic infonnation IIDd be prep ared to a pply
IIDd IIssesstbe vari ous wau (tecbniques) for the spo rt of jud o.
Crueria 1. The Leve l Two Coach will possess the basic information on body
movement and beprepared to use biomechanical princi ples in their
application of judo skills.
2. The Level Two Coach will be able to assess judo waza using the
princi ple of maximum effici ency .
3. The Level Two Coach will be able to assess body movement using the
seven princip les outlined in the Level 2 Theory manual.
4. The Level Two Coach will be able to identify the differe nt types of
levers used with judo waza and their uses.
S. The Leve l Two judo coach will know the principles of center of
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gravity and balance .
6. The Level Two jud o coach will know the basic judo waza as outlined
in Kodokan Judo by Jigoro Kano.
Tabl e 4.9 Skill Ana l)'sis
Va lue Labe l
Disagree
Neutra l
Agree
Strongly Agr ee
TOI>'
Frequency
3
1
2J
14
41
N - 41; Missing -O
Skill An al ysi5
Percentage of Respond ents
1
2
"34
100,00
:! I~ I II
O '- ~- ~- -- -
figu rS "'" TraininainskillsanaJysis
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~
There were41 stake holders who respo nded to Standard Seven. Ofthese 37, whic h
represented 90"/0of all respondents, either agreed or stro ngly agreed that thestan dard badbeen
met in the course offering they had taken .
There is an inherent fear with judo as there is with other sports, with its emphasis on
competition that young athle tes will be pushed too far in the ir deve lopment Some respondents
felt the Leve l Two coach must modify skill analysis tec hniques to incorporate all developmental
levels.
Based on the results of the data analysis (90% of all respondents agreed or stro ngly
agreed) , the researc her determi ned that Standard Seven is being met.
Pbysic al and Mental Training
Eacb coac h entering the NCC P program should know how to adequate ly train the
physical body for all-around fitness and competition. In add ition to the physical. mental training
is equally important. These ski lls can be transferred to other areas of life and thus Level Two
coaches should beprepared to develop this level of training .
Standard 8: Tbe Level Tw o judo coacb will possess tbe Imowledge to be able to
apply all pblL!JCll of phy sica l an d mental training skilh necCllsary to tbe development of tbe
judo athlet e competing at Ihe provincial level
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Criteria I. The Level Two coach will be prepared to use specific methods of
trainin g that will :
i. encom pass the three ene rgy systems;
ii. design a basic res istance train ing program;
iii. design a flexibility train ing program ;
iv. be able to train judo athlete s using mental trainin g method s;
2. The Level Two coach will be prepared to discuss the physical effects
of training during the different phase s of training and over different
time periods .
3. The Level Two judo coach will be prepared to advise ath letes on a
prope r training diet which will be used both for pre-competition,
competition and the transit ion phase s of training.
T abl e 4.10 Physical and Mental Training
Value label
MeDtalTraining
Frequency Percentage of Respondents
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly Agree
Tolal
1
4
J3
IS
5
41
N - 4 1; Missing - O
2
10
32
44
12
100
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There were 23 stakeholders who responded positively to Standard Eight. which
represented 56% of the total respondents who either agreed or strongly agreed . Over 30%
expressed no opinion on this issue. As well. 12% either disagreed or strongly disagreed. Some
coaches felt that student coaches might be left with the feeling that physical and mental training
skills might not have been adequately developed . Many high performance coaches feel Level
Two coaches have little or no idea of the physical demands ofcompetition and do not recognize
deficiencies , while deve lopmenta l coaches do not see the need for more stringent work loads at
this level. There are many high performance coaches who have only Level Two certification.
The stakeholder groups were mixed for part two, which may account for its low rating. In
addition , some coache s felt the two areas . physical and mental should be separate entiti es.
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Based on the results of the data analysis (56% of all respondents agreed or strongl y
agreed ). the researcher determi ned that Standard Eight is not being met.
Injun' Pr enntion
It is important ....-ithjudo, as with all sports, that a well developed plan for inj ury
prevention be put in place, both for safety as well as for legal implications.
Standard 9: Th e Level Two judo coach will be able to develop and Implem ent an
injury prevention plan .
Criteria I. The Level Two j udo coach will be able to relate info rmat ion on the
prevention of judo rela ted injuries .
2. The Level Two coach ....i ll know the basic medical implications of
various judo related injurie s.
3. The Leve l Two ju do coac h will have basic firs t aid know ledge and be
prepared to take immediate and effective action when injuri es occur.
4. The Level Two j udo coach will have the knowled ge to ass ist in the
rehabilitation of various jud o injurie s.
5. The Level Two coach will be able to develop an injury preve ntion plan
for hislher dojo .
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Ta ble 4.11 Injury Preve ntion
Value Label
Injury Prevention
Frequency Percentage of RespondenIS
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agr«
Strongly Agree
Tolal
o
6
,
21
9
41
N -41 ;Missing -O
o
"12
"22
100
:c
L. =_=I__=
.!:JJl.!!.!!...9, lnj ul)' pll:\lCIlioo training plan
There were 41 stakeholders who answered the questionnaire. Of these 30 or 73%
indicated they agreed that this standard was satisfactory . Some stakeholders felt there were
concerns that needed to be addressed . There is no mechanism in place at the present time to
ensure an adequate knowledge of First Aid or CPR. Others felt the scope of the knowledge
required to adequa tely prepare coaches to implement an injury prevention plan is beyond the
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scope of the current course. Some co urse co nductors felt theyoften approach the current course
inadequately preparedin this vital area.
Based 0 0 the resultsoftbe dataanalysis (13% ofall respoDdents agreed or stroog!y
agreed ). the researcher hasdetcnnined that StandardEight is being met.
Th eory of Judo Tec:hn igu a
The word judo means the way of barm ony and flexibility, andthis is exemplified in its
principle of maximum effic ienc y. Maxim wn efficiency is the takingofan opponent 's
momentum or force, alo ng with one's own to effect a technique or waza, which will defeat an
oppon ent. The princ ip le of maxim um efficiency is best illustrated in the Rand ori no kata ( free
exercise kala or form). This katais co mprised of two sub kalaor forms . one em ploying
techniques on the feet and the otberemploying techni ques on theground. The knowledge of the
principle as exem plified in theseutais paramount.
Sta nd a rd 10: Th e Level Two ju do coa ch will be a ble to teac b th e na ge DO kata of
Kod okADJUdD. aloDg wi th its purpose and ben efi ts. aed bne a working kDowl L'dge of tbe
Kat am e no kAta.
Criteria I . The coach wi ll understand the purpo se of learning kata, together with
the physical and mental elements involved in performing them.
2. The coac h wi.l.I know the nam es ofthe various techniques o f the
randori no kata.
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3. The coach will know how to apply the principle of action/reaction in
aU the techniques.
4. The coach will beable to apply the "Ju" (flexibility) principle .
S. The roach will beable to apply the principle of '"maximum
efficiency""(maxim um efficient usc of power) in each kala.
Tab le 4.11: Judo Th eory
Value Label
strongly Disagree
0",-
N_I
Agn<
Strong!yA.gree
ToW
Frequency
4
,
,
14
•4\
Jlldoneorr
Percentage ofRespondenu
10
IS
22
J4
20
100
j ~""".
.
~Theoryofjudoasrcpr=ledbyrandorillOkalaacquisilion.
There were 41 stakeho lders who respondedto Standard Ten, of whic h 22 indicated they
were in agreement wi th the standard. This represented 54% of all respondents who participated
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in the survey . Therewere nine who had no opinion andten who either disagreed or strongly
disagreed. This indicated that the quality of this part ofthe course is unacceptable.
One major problem with sati sfying this standard is that these kala or forms are DOt
normal ly taught as entrance level requirement for coaches who take this course . Many course
conductors andor student coaches ma y beput offby this tequirement, even though a thorough
know ledge of these kata is not a requirement forsucccss in thecourse. Theconcern arises
because these kata are a grading requirement of First Dan andabove , two levels abo ve the blue
bel t entrance requirem ent of mis course . Many coaches do not sec a need to learn kala. They
feel it is a waste of time andonly takes away from the training .
Based on the results of the dataanalysis (54% of al l respondents agreed or strongl y
agreed) , the researcher determined that Standard Ten is not being met.
Overview
Then:were minor concerns and suggestions made with the Level Two Technical course
for the sport of judo; however , the majority o f respondents felt that the course is effective for
coaches who wish to run their own clu bs. Most respondents felt that the course manual is in
need of majo r revision. It hasalso beenestablis hed that the standards developed are, for the most
part, adequate for the overal l program .
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CHAPTERS
Sum mary, Co nclusions a nd Recommenda tions
Summa ry
The purpose o f this thesis was to evaluate the NCCP Technical Level Two course for the
spo rt of judo. The rational e behind doing an evaluation at this time was need. The program bas
not been evaluated in the twenty years since it was introduced. The NCC P Theory Two
component that comp lements thisccurse basbeenevaluated twice and the whole NCC P basjust
recently been evaluated nationwide. Any revision, resulting from these evaluations. however is
not intended to address the technical coursecomponents of anyof the NSOs (National Sports
Organizations), as the techni cal components are the sole responsibility ofNSOs.
The evaluatio n was divided into two phase s. The first phase identified the primary
stakeho lders who determined the standards that would beused to complete theevaluation. Phase
Two identified the secondary stakeholders who usedtheestab lished standards to evaluate the
existing program. The primary stakeholders were the experts in judo , while the secondary
stakeholders were the coaches who took.the course. Bolb these stakeholcling groups evaluated
both the program and the standards.
During each phase, the evaluator used survey questionaire s, demographic profiles and
qualita tive ope n-ended questi ons as instrume nts in the evaluatio n. Thedata were analyzed using
frequency distribution because the purpo se of the evaluation was to determine only agreement
among the stakeho lders .
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The results of the evalua tion concluded that the NCCP Level Two Technical course for
the spon of judo was meetingthe majo rity of tbe standards as estab lished by the evaluator in
conjunction with the primary stakebolders., andevaluated by both primary andsecondary
stakeholding audi ences.. Two staDdards were DOt met, using theoveral l ratin g o f 60% as a .
requirem eer for course adequacy . Theseincluded Standard Eight. physical andmental training.,
Standard Ten. theory of judo. Thesesections of the Level Two Techni cal course should be
examined and deve lopment incorporated that will improve performanc e.
The model the evaluator used served the purpose of this evaluation we ll. The ten
standards and their representative criteria form an excell ent basis for both formative and
summati ve evaluation of furureNCC P Tecbnical judo courses.
Thereare concl usions thatemerg ed from theevaluatio n wonh DOting in order to improve
the qual ity of this course. In addition, the evaluator hasmaderecommendations regarding future
revisions, andrecommendations thatwill aid in theoverall improvement o f other NCC P courses
and the programitse lf. As well, suggestions are made for areas of further study.
T he Sta ke RcspoDsive Mltdcl
Theevaluator , who is also a member of Judo Canada, and after reviewing a number of
evaluation models and approach es, chose to do a participant-oriented evaluation. The model the
evaluator selected was a modificatio n ofStake's Responsive Model becaus e:
1. it mak es considerabl e use of qualitative and quantitative methods;
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2. it addresses the needs of stakeholding audiences;
3. it develop s standards which address the needs of the sport;
Adnnlages of T he Respon sin Enluation Model for N"CCP En luation
A participant-oriented or modified responsive evaluation approach to the sport of judo
has advantage s that no other approach would have and still gain the same level of respect and
credibility. The evaluator has identified those advantages that are unique to judo . Responsive
evaluation considers the values and perspectives of all participants . The approach recognizes
that all stakeholding audiences have an equal say in the outcome. Their concerns, issues and
problems are addressed satisfactori ly. There were 459 stakehol ders at the time of this evaluation.
and the numbers are steadily increasing . As a result, all stakeholders will take some form of
own ership of the evaluation, simply because of this pluralism of human values that is inherent in
the responsiv e approach .
The responsive approach allows the evaluator the opportunity of in-depth interaction to
gain a thorough understandi ng of the program. This is essential in a sport like judo because of its
uniqueness. Judo is a ranked sport and mart ial art that uses principles not common to any other
sport.
The responsive approach gave the evaluator the opportunit y to use all resources and data
from interviews , focus-group meetings , surveys, and existing course material . It also gave the
evaluator the opportunity to use both qualitative and quantitative data in the analysi s. The
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responsive evaluation model basan ease of use by non-cvaluators, which makes it very appealing
to ecn-evafuatcesand primary stakebolding audiencesasdefinedby this evaluation.
Limitatio ns or ne Responsive Evaluatio n Mod el
The major limitati on of tile respcesive evaluation model is the lengthy time frame it takes
to implemen t. The evaluator did his evaluation in a two-step processthat took approximately one
year to complete . The cost of participant-oriented evaluations can be a limiting factor, although
the evaluator of this program chose methods that werevery cost effective. These methods are
certainly worth replicating in the future .
~
The data and subsequent application of the modified Stake 's Respons ive Evalua tion
Model to the evalua tion of the NCCP Level Two Technical course for the sport of julio , al lowed
the evaluato r to dra w the following conclusions :
Acknowledgin g the limitations associa ted with doing a respons ive evaluatio n, the
responsive evaluation model is a good mode l for Judo Canada to use in other evalua tions of this
nature.
It is imperative that there bea firmcommitment by all stakeholding audiences ; and that
they be committed to the process and methodologies ofan evaluation . Even though much ofthe
work in the responsive evaluation model can becarriedout by those with less training and
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experti se. it is imperative that theevaluation processbe oversee n by competent evaluators with
substan tial credentials and specialization.
Overall , the stakeholders in the NCCP Technical Level Two Course for judo have
deteTmined that the standards developed by theevaluator are excellent andsho uJd be
incorporated into the program. The respoodents who participa ted in the evaluation o f tbe NCC P
Level T wo Technical course have detennined that the course o fferings are for the most part,
fulfilling the needs of coaches ; however , there are areas wherethe course needs revision and
improvement.
Recommendation,
The eval uator makes the following recommendations on the evaluation approach. the use
of the standards. andthecourse content:
I. All the stakeholding audiences shouJd be contacted concerning future evaluations and
their input be given equal weight in the evaluation process.
2. Every CC andcoach must be evaluated based on judo andNCC P compe tency
methodologies . Thi s co uJd be achieved by practical and writte n exams . In addition,
competenc y must be demonstrated before certificatio n is granted. This should be
done by a competent evaluator (MCC accredi ted by the NCCP commi ttee of Judo
Cana da) after a period ofapprentices hip.
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3 . The standards set in the evaluation be used as a guide to improving each section o f the
course . The 1997 program evaluation of the entire NCCP concluded that setting
standards wascruc ial to further devel opment.
4. This evalua tion should be carried out on a formal basi s every threeor four years to
evaluate the standards. thus re-asses sing the entire program.
5. The NCCP Technical Two course manual for the sport of judo is in need of revi sion .
The methodology o f coaching andjud o techniques have shifted since the manual was
written, som e 16 years ago . The cont ent of eac h section should reflect the appropriate
standard. As each section is re-written it should be submitted to all stakeholders and
included in their updated manual s. The evaluator of this course determined that man y
MCC' s and CC' s were supplementing the existin g manual in order to fill the need.
The NCCP committee ofJudo Canada needs to surve y these MCC' s and CC's in
order to get their imput andto gain consensus on the material needed in a revised
Techni cal Two manual.
6. More frequen t clinics and course s must be offered to MCCts and CC 's to provide
inservice on the latest techniques in coaching .
7. Suppleme ntary coaching material should be sent to coach es periodicall y.
8. The time allocated for the course should be lengthened to accommodate the standards.
Thi s can be accomplishes by makin g the course offering a two part course or
lengthening it from a twel ve to sixteen hour course, to a twenty to twenty -four hour
9. Coach es at this level should be First Aid and CPR certified, with their certification
current.
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10. The randori-nc-kara tfree exercise forms) needs to be introduced at the lower belt
leve ls in orde r to impart the knowledge gained by teaching and practising the
necessary judo principles inherent in these forms.
Recomm enda tion s for Fnrther Study
Many coaches who are Level Two certified have to coach athletes who compete at the
national and intemational level. The knowledge base required for this level of coaching is far
beyond Level Two Technical. As well. the structure of judo in Canada is a club-based one.
where all athle tes. both recreational andcompetiti ve. practice and train together . The needs of
these twO groups are very different and a structure needs to be put in place to address these needs.
The Canadian judo structure should bealtered to accommodate the different needs of both high
performance and recreational judo practionaires .
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( oat !Jill t: Eli::ihilill'
The aim of the NCC P Tec hnical Leve12 for Judo is to prepare coaches to train athlete s at
the club level. These athletes may beat the brown belt level and training for provincial
competi tion. Do you feel that the Level 2 coach sho uld:
b. be the birth or chro nological age of:
16 -1 8 yrs. 19 - 21 yrs. 22 -2 4yrs. Not
relevan t
c. been a former competitor:
Phase 1 Evaluation
Directions: Please read each of the sta tements listed below and indicate to what degree
you feel they should fonn part of the NCCP Level II Techni cal Course content for judo.
Plac e an " X" over the a pp ro p ria te number in the answer bOI to the left of each
stateme nt. A descri ption for eac h number is indicated below.
1
stro ngly
dlsa .....
NCCP Technical 2 EVQ/umjon
Judo: Spring. 1996
3
neutral
4
agree
S
stronglya.,..
2
dbagne
3
neutral
111\lu{ \ oj JlIdo
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--
Upon completion ofthis section, coac hes will beable to:
I1 1213 14 15 I. exp lain how judo wasdeveloped from juj utsu andbow it bas
expanded into a wor ld-wi de Olympic sport;
111 2131415I. relate the history of judo in Canada;
111213141 5I· OthO«spccifYj," _
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When this section is comp leted, coac hes win beable to:
I I 12 I3 14 I5 I. identify andperce ive the training needs ofj udo participants;
! 1 I 2 I 3 1415 I. plan long-term programs basedon the goals of both the athlete and
coach;
I I I 2 ! 3 I 4 I5 I. understand the operation of setting up and maintaining a dojo(judo
practice ball) for practice andcompetition;
I I 12 ! 3 I 4 I 5 I. prepare and manag e a team aimed at provincial competiti on;
I I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I. implement general principles of strategy and tactics to prepare
athletes for provincial competition;
NCC P Technical 2 Evaluat ion
Judo: Spring, 1996
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3
n. .......
•
......
5
strongly
......
II 12 13 14 15 I· Other: _
TUfL/lIll'.!;
Upon completion of this section, coaches will be prepared to:
recognize and differentiate between different teaching mclbods ;
teach effectively. create a positive learning environment, use
various teaching strategies, and use both simple and complex skills.
I I 12 13 14I 5 I. determine the bestteaching methods for use in the ir teaching
situation;
I I 12 13 14!5 I . plan and organize ajudo practic e;
I I 12 13 !4 I5 I. conduct a judo practice using a variety of teaching methods;
II 12 13 I415 I. recomm end skills , strategi es, tactics. games, and activities
appropriate for an athlete's deve lopmental age;
I I 12 I 3 I 4 15 I. relate the uses ofdevelopmental models appropriate to the athlete;
I I 12 I 3 I 4 15 I. state and discuss principles of coaching related to all growth and
. development considerations;
NCCP Technical] EvafWllion
Judo: Spring, 1996
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I I 12131415I. Other: _
Principles oftechni lies
Upon completion of this section , coaches will :
I I I2 I 3 I4 I 5 I. possess the basic information on body movement and be prepared to
use biomechanical principles in their application of judo skills;
1 1 I 2 I3 I 4 I 5 I. know the under lying technical principles of judo ;
11I2 I3 I4 I 5 I. be able to assess body movement as it pertains to judo ;
I 1 I 2 I3 I 4 I 5 I. be able to identify different types of levers and their uses;
I 1 I2 I3 I4 I 5 I. know the principle s of center of gravity and balance;
1112 13 14 15 I. know the various judo throws of the gokyo-no-waza (the 40 basic
throws of Kodokan Judo), the katamewaza (basic ground-work of judo ),
and kumi-kata (method s of gripping the uniform) ;
11121 314 15 I. Other: _
NCCP Technical 1 Evaluatio n
Judo; Spring; 1996
3
ueutnl
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5
.....ugly
.....
lfUfllll1'!.UJJc! ( OIlc!I/!()IlIIl'!.
Upon completion of this section. the Level ITcoach will beable to:
I I !2 I 3 I 4 I5 I. plan training programs for the three energy systems ;
1I I 2 I3 14 I5 I. design basic res istance -trainin g programs related to judo;
II 12 I 3 14 I5 I. design ajudo specific flexibility program;
I I 12 13 1415I. advise judo athletes ona training diet as well as the diet which will
beused in pre-competition and competition;
II 12 13 14 !5 I. enhance the fitness level of recreational judo practitio ners;
I I I 2 I3 I4 I5 I. prepare the competitive athlete for competition at the provincial
level;
II 12 13 14 I5 I - know the threephases of training and beprepared to associate each
phase with specific goals and activities.
I I 12 I 3 14 I 5 I. accomplish the above two goals by using a Yearly Planning
lnstrument (ypn;
II I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I. follow and administer sub-phases of each phase;
II I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I. familiar with and use mental-training skills of emotion al control.
such as controlled breathing and self-talk;
NCCP Technical 2 EvalllQtirm
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1
otro.gIy
.........
3
. eDtntl
4
agree
5
otro.gIy
......
I I I 2 13 I4 15 I. coaches will be familiar with and use mental training skills of
attentional control such as concentration and imagery;
11 12 [314151 . discuss the physical effects of training judo athletes;
I 1 I2 I 3 14 I 5 I. discuss the physical effects involved in preparation over different
time periods.
11 12131415 I. Other _
The \IUIlU'.!.LIJ/L/I/ oj JlIdo Ill/Ill In
Upon completion of this section. coaches will :
I I I2 I 3 I4 I 5 I. give information on how to prevent judo injuries;
I 1 I2 I 3 I4 I 5 I. give pointers on how to motivate. commtmicate and set goals with
athletes ;
I I I 2 1314 I 5 I. know the medical significance of various injuries;
II 1213 14 15 I. identify mechanisms ofinjwy;
! I I2 I 3 I4 I5 I. identify symptoms of serious injury ;
I I I2 I 3 I4 I5 I . take immediate andeffective action for treatment of al l injuries ;
NCCP Technical2 £valllQl;Or/
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1
stroagly
otisa;ne
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-Dgly
......
It 121314 15 I. assist in the rehabilitation of the injured athlete;
11 I 2 I3 I 4 I5 I. develop an injury prevention plan;
I I I 2 13 14 I 5 I. plan to take steps to help athlete s avoid overuse injuries .
I I I 2 I 3 14 I5 I. plan to take precautions to help prevent injuries specific to minors .
Katu
Upon completion of this section, coaches will be prepared to:
J I I2 I3 14 I5 I. explain the purpose of learnin g kata together with the physical and
mental elements involved in performing kata;
1112131 41 51. know tbe names oftbe various kataand the techniques of each;
11121J 14 151. 00"', _
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Other
Upon completion of thi s section. coache s will be prepared to :
Comments
I. 1I0w effective is the NCCP Level z Technical for jud o in fulfilling the needs of
ath letes at the brow n belt level (ath letes competing at provincial championships)?
""CCP T«hnicaJ 1 Evaluation
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2. How effective is the NCCP Level 2 Technical for judo in fulfilling the needs of
coaches who coach/teach at the brown belt level (athletes competing at provincial
championships)?
3. How do you feel this course could be improved in preparing athletes for this level
of competition?
4. How do you feel this course could be improved in preparing coaches to do a better
job?
5. Is this course adequate to coach recreational judoka? YeslNo.
• UNo, how could it be improved?
NCCP Technical 2 Evaluation
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Coocems & Issues Survey t21
6. Whal can Judo CaDada ' s NCCP Committee do to imervke aad/or keep coaches
carreDI at their preseDllenl or «rtificatioa!
NCCP T«Jvt ial/ 1 EWII"lltiOtt
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Judo NCCP Standard's Evalnation
for Level Two Technical
The aim of the NCCP Technical Level 2 for Judo is to prepare coaches to train athletes at the
club level. These athletes ma y be at the brownbelt leve l and higher, and training for regional,
provincial and national competition. The NCCP 2 technical is supplemented with the level 2
theory and a 120 hour practical component and certification is then granted .
The survey that preceded thi s one attem pted to set up a set ofstandards which would form a
measure or yard-stick which the course , or aspects ofthe course, would meet
The standards included here are the results of this work. and are based on responsesattained from
the designers . courseconductors and mastercoursecond uctors who teach the course, as well as
interviews and focus group meetings with administrators, coaches and others of Judo Canada.
This survey is designed to test how the present level 2 technical course fits thesestandards. It is
not intended mere ly to test the manual or the instruction of the course , although these will be
examined as well. In addition, the present courseis being tested against the needs of coaches.
T he NCCP Te cbnica l 2 Co une for tb e spo rt of judo sbould meet tbe ronowing sta a dards.
Listed below are ten standards. You are asked to rate the present course against them . Please rate
them againstthe I to 5 scale listed below , by placing an "X" over the appropriate number in the
box.to the left of each standard. The number key is listed below .
1
_.gly
disagree
2
disagree
3
. ..tral
4
a.....
5
StroDgIy
a.....
This survey consists of ten (10) Standards and Criteria. The sta nda rd is a general description of
where the coachwho has tak en Level 2 Technical for judo should be. The cri teria is a
breakdown of the standard into units . When these units have been taught satisfactorily, the
standard is deemed to have been met .
NCCP T«hnical l £WI1ruJliDlf
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I 1 I 2 I ) I 4 I5 IStandard 1: Th e NCCP Program for th e Sport of Judo recruits
qu ality coac hes a.ad instru ceon..
Crilerill. The coach hasprofessional deve lopment on an ongoing basis.
• Coaches and instructors arc good communicators whomotivate
students.
• Coach es and instructors keep curre nt on the latest techniq ues and
scientific knowledge availab le.
The prognmIcurriculum is flexible andaccessib le to all prospective
II I2 I 3 I4 I5 ISoudard 2: Th e curric ulum satis fies the Deedsof th e Level 2 coa ch.
Criteria • The curriculum is suited to the time allotted for training .
• The curriculum is well organized and elements are linked .
• The curriculum insauction is suited to the language and literacy level
of club coaches .
• The curriculum is suppo rted by the best resource material available.
• The curriculum covers all aspects of nmning an effective Dojo (judo
dub).
I I I2 I 3 I 4 I5 IStandard 3: Th e program/C OUI'H res ults in knowledge transfer
adeq uate for th e Level 2 coach .
Criter14 • Course conducto rs have a minimum certification level of ODC ( I)
NCC"T~l£~
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above the level being taugh t, or special know ledge in the topic area.
Upon completing the course , stude nt coac hes can demo nstrate
adequate know ledge and skill attainment.
All subjec t matter in the course is cove red effectively.
II I2 I3 I4 I5 IStandard 4: Coaches will be able to teach the historical development
orjudo.
Criteria _ Co aches will be able to teach j udo 's historical deve lopment from
j uji tsu.
_ Co aches will be prepared to teach judo's deve lopme nt from its
emerge nce on the world scene to the present day.
Coaches will be prepared to teach the history of judo as it perta ins to
Canada .
11 I2 I 3 I4 I 5 IStandard 5: The Level 2 coach will be able to set-up a dojo (jud o club
or training hall) and use short and long term training plans to enable
stud ents to compet e at the pr ovincial championships.
Criteria _ The Level 2 coach will be prepared to set up a club for training
competitors and non-competitors.
_ Coac hes will be ab le to determine the traini ng needs of judo ath letes .
Level 2 coaches will be ab le to set-up short and long-term plans ,
taking into consideration the goals of ath letes and coac hes .
Use the goals of coaches and athletes to determine strategies and
NCC P Techn ical 2 Evalualian
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tactic s to prepare them for provincial championships.
I I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 IStandard 6: Level 2 judo coaches will be able to cenduee a proper
jndo class using all relevant and pertinent methodologies.
Criteria Coaches will be able to use different teaching methods.
Coaches will be able to create a positiv e learning environm ent
Coaches will know the strategic skills appropriate to the athlete 's
deve lopmental age .
Coaches will be able to apply principles of coaching related to all
growth and developmental consideratio ns.
I 1 I 2 I3 I 4 I 5 IStandard 7: Coacbes will possess the baste information and be
prep ared to apply and assess the various waza (techniques) for the
sport of judo.
Criteria
Ne ep Tu lW ctll l EWJllltJliOil
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Possess the basic informati on on body movement and be prepared to
use biom ecbanical principles in their application of judo skills.
The Level 2 coach will beable to assess judo waza using the principl e
ofmaximwn efficiency.
The level 2 coach will beable to assess body movement using the
sev en principl es outlined in the level 2 Theory manual .
The level 2 coach will beable to identify the different types of levers
usedwithjudo waza and their uses .
The level 2 judo coach will know the princip les of cen ter of gravity
and balance.
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The level 2 judo coach will know the basic judo waza as outlined in
Kodokan Judoby Jigoro Kano.
I I I 2 I3 I 4 I5 IStanda rd 8: The Level 2 ju do coach will possess tbe kn owledge to be
a ble to ap ply an pbases of physical and meutal tra ining skills
necess a ry to the developme o t of the judo at blete competing at the
provmcia llevel.
Criteria Th e level 2 coach will beprepared 10 use specific methods of training
that wil l:
1. enco mpass the three energy systems ;
2. des ign a basic resistance training program;
3. des ign a flexibility training program ;
be able to train judo athletes using mental training methods;
The level 2 coach will beprepared to discuss the physical effects of
training during the differen t phases of training andover different time
periods.
Th e level 2 judo coach will be prepared to advise athletes on a proper
training diet which will beuse d both for pre-competition. competition
and the transition phases of training.
I 1 I2 I3 I 4 I5 IStandard 9: T he Level2 judo coach will be able to develop and
im pl eme nt an inju ry preventi on plan .
Cmeritl • Th e level 2 judo coach will be able to relate information on the
prevention of judorelated injuries.
NCCP T"lutiCQ.11£ 'tllf"anOtJ
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The level 2 coach will know the basic medical implications of various
judo related injuries.
The level 2 judo coach win have basic first aid knowledge and be
prepared to takeimmediate andeffectiv e action when injuries occur .
The level 2 judo coach will have the knowledge to assist in the
rehabilitation of various judo injuri es .
The level 2 coach will be able to develop an injury prevention plan for
hislherdojo.
I I I2 I 3 I 4 I5 IStan da rd 10: The level 2 judo coa eh will beabl e to teach th e aag e no
kata of Kodokan J ud o, al ong with its purpose a nd be nefi ts, a nd have
a wo rkin g knowled he of th e b tame no kata.
Criteria • The coach will understand the purpose of learnin g kata, togethe r with
the physical and mental elements involved in performing them .
Know the names of the various techniques of the randori no kata.
Know how to apply the princip le of action/reaction in all the
techniques .
The coach will beable to apply the "Ju" (flexibility) principl e.
The coach will beable to apply the principl e of "maximum
efficien cy" (maximum efficient use of power) in each kata.
NCCPT~lurjtll1 2 EWJiIUUi""
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1. Do you. the coachlprmpedive coach. have any comment! or suggestions tbat could help
improve the proposed standards?
2. How effective do you feel fbe NCCP Level 2 Technical Standards (or judo will be in
fulfilling tbe needs o( coaches.
Please retnrn:
this survey in the envelope provided 10the following address :
Thomas L. Gallant
3 Fahey Street
St.John's,NF
AlGIG3
PhoneIFAX: 1(709)7473009
NCCP T~luIic../ 2 £....1""';0"
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July 16, 1996
To: Mr. Thomas L. Gallant & Dr. Mary Kennedy
From: Dr. Walter C. Okshevsky, Chair, Ethics Review Commillee
Subject : Thesis proposal
On behalf of the Commillee, I am pleased to be able to advise you
that your thesis proposal entitled • Evaluation of the NCCP Technical
II Course for Judo" has been approved subject to the follow ing
conditions .
Regarding all Leiters of Consent:
1. Please identify your thesis supervi sor.
2. For purposes of informed consent. you should elaborate briefly on
the purpose and objectives of your study.
3 . Please incorporate a con cluding statement in the first-person
with in the Judo Canada Consent Form and the Concern and Issues
Evaluation .
You do not need a LeUer of Consent for the coaches involved as the
receipt of the questionnaire is sufficient for purposes of voluntary
and informed consent. A Cover Page 10 the questionnaire
incorporat ing the standard assurances and information will suff ice.
Please find enclosed your Certif icate of Approval. If I may be of any
further assistance to you, please do not hesitate to contact me.
51. John "f. l"F . ~Nd.I Al B Jxa. Fu : 17()9 . 1J '· :a.;) .. TII'IcJl: 016-4101
Com:spoodeDc< 132
Sincerely.d~J:..~
Wane' C. Okshevsky
Committee members: Drs. Drodge, Okshevsky, Reid, Sheppard. Singh,
Canning (ex officio)
cc: Or. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean, Graduate programmes and
Research
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FACULlYOF EDVCATI ON
MemorialUDivcnit)'orNtwfoundl.lad
FlcultyCommittee fer ElbicalReview or
Resurth Involving Humin Subjects
CERTIFI CATE OF APPROVAL
lnvestigator:"--/o_. , L 67e: //4 ~ f
Investigator's Workplace: f e <v /" .? "T /'..-/'" < c l~ frf </,..}
Supervisor: t1/. /VI 0,/ K ,....., ... ,-?
Titl<ofRescarch: £lIc/J.f'o~ ..f'T"l...- tJC Cr' I r. /A ... . I
ApprovalDate: 7I. C'''v/ / c f..-- .r.:«: .
7-(,. If t'J9 £
The EthicsReviewCommittee hasreviewedtheprotocol andprocedures asdescribed inthis
research proposal andwe concludethatthey conform 10theUniversity's guidelines forresearch
involving humansubjects.
IJ(.~
Walter Okshevsky.Ph.D.
Chairperson
EthicsReview Committee
Members: Dr.Ed Drodge
Dr. Da"';d Reid
Dr. Glenn Sheppard
Dr. Amaljit Singh
Dr. PatriciaCa.nning (ex-officio)
Dr. Walter Okshevsky
Thomas L. Gallant B.A., B.Ed.
July 18, 1996
Mr.Gary Gardiner
Executive Director
Judo Canada
1600 James naismith Drive
Suite 40 1
Gloucester. Ontario
KIB 5N4
Dear Gary:
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Some time ago I informed you (hall wanted 10do an evaluationon the NCCP Technical II
for jud o as part of the requirements for a masters degree. Presently Jhonedone all the
backg round work and J have compiled the que stionaires and otber instruments needed 10 do this
evaluati on. Tbe proposal has been accepted and allletters. questioaaires. etc . have been
approv ed by the Ethics Comm ittee of the facul ty of Education 31 memorial Universi ty of
Newfoundland.
Al tbe time of our conversation. you informed me that Judo Canada would welcome an)'
evaluation of the:' NCCPCourses. as there has never been 3. (annal evaluation of (he judo
component of~ program. In this regard. I am e nclosing a concernform (0 be signed by you.
and Francis. As well. I am enclo sing a sample questionaire whichwill be used in Phase:I of the
Evalu ation . Phase II ~;1I be formulated from tbe results of PhaseI. Based on our conversation. I
am assuming thai there will be no problem and I will be sending me surveys out to theMCC.
CC. and designers of the leve l II Techn ical Course .
I want to thank you for your cooperation and interest in this evaluation.
Sincerely.
Thomas L. Gallanl
encl .
c.c. Mr. Moe Oye. Chairman of the NCCP Com minee
Judo Canada Consent Form
DcarS in :
I am a graduate st!Jde11l in thefacully of Educa tion al Memoriall:nh<frsity of
Newfoundland. I \\ill beconducting an evaluarion of the NCCP u \-elll T«hnial COW'SC' for
the sport of judo . 'The study wiDbe under !he direction of Dr. MaryKt'Medy Ed.D... from the
Un.iv~rsity of Vic toria in Brilish Columbia. who will act as my lhesis supen"isor. I am
requesting your coop-ration and apprm..31 10 t:lke pan in this study.
Thepurpose of the evaluationis identify what all staJceholders in thef\CCP Technical II
Course for lhe spon ofjudo reel should be included as course materia.l( iss~ and ccncemsj.
Theseissues and concerns, .iU be lNlyud and standards andcriteria Volll beidcntifiro.
Secondly. all coac hes. who have taken the course will be asked to evaluate die course 10see if
the standards lh.:uwert iden lif.ed in phase I h3,"Cbeen meL In addition. recomnltlub lions will
be made by lhc evaluator 10 improve thecourse con tent 10 rcf1«c the. ishes or all stakcholding
audiences .
In phase I. yo ur coa ches willbeasked to rare different issues and ccecems already covered
in the:present Technical Level U. as well as rek ' ":tnlissues andCClIJttmS addresSl:d in tht NCCP
Level ll Tbeery Course . Inaddition. your coaches will be asked 10 contribute thoseissues and
concerns lhcy red shou ld beincluded in lhe course. Theevaluation questionnaire .. iII lake
approximately IS min utes oCtb:ir 6me . PhaseI. the issues andconctrns C\a.lu'l.Iion YoiD be
given to admini strators. designers. master course conductors andcourseconductors oh lle
NCCP Technical Course for !be sport oCjudo. These issues andconcerns Yo.i11 rOfTll the standards
andcriteria co be used in phaserwe , Phase~-o will consist oCa Slandlrdst\-a!~tion ...hich wiD
be given to coaches who taketheLevel Il Technical Course (or judo. inorder to de1ennineif ltv:
course content is consistem with what should be taug ht. •
All informatio n gathC'mJ in lhisevalcancn is slricdy confidenti~ and at no limt wiD
individuals be identified. Participation in this srudy is voluntal)' and r3l1icip:1J1ts rna) withdraw
at any time. The e\·nlu.uion has received appro\-.rJ (rom lhe racultyor Education·s Ethics
Review Commin« at Memorial Uni\-ersily of Newfoundland.. Them ults or this Siudy will be
made available 10 yo u. your NCCPCommittee MIdall pW\linciaJNCCP ccmminces.when the
e\lalunlion is ccmptere. andto respondents upon request.
As theNat iona l Sporu Go\'eming body for tbe sport or judo in Co1R3dJ.. I am rtqlM:sling
your permission 10 conduct my research on this co urse. I would also lilt 10assure you thai my
research will beconducted in:Kroldance v.i lh Ihc Memorial UniYersill or NewfounJland
Facully o r Education Ethics CommilleC' Guidelines.mel v.;lh minima.! bunk n or your cooches
and administral OfS.
Nee,.Tn;lutinll l £w,llI<IlioIt
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If you agrc:e 10panicipating in this evaluation. pleasesign belc....in mespace provickd. If
you have any questions Of concerns please do nochesiUte10ctlfltae1 meal 1(709)747 3C09or
Fax me at 1(709)747 3009. My email address is IgaJlam@'plato.ucs.mun.c&.. rr .1.1 any timeyou
..isb 10 speak lOa resourcepcrwn not associa ted wilb lhis srud)', p1~.1SC contact Dr. Palriria
Canning. ASsocl:lIeDean.Researchand Developmentat MemorialL'nh ·ersity of Newfoundland.
Sl. John's Newfoundland.AIB 3X8or Fax 1(709)737 2345.
Thank you for your time andconsideration
.4 ,-,/~..JI'.'~
seerTlClmKdl Z £ I"III_U';""
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l ama~a~ S1udeDl: iridic Facull)"ofEduc.1lioa&l !okmoriall"IIIhtnirrofSt-AfouDdbnd. lam
«>ndUCIinran t\'alM.1tioQ ollht sea w~1 "Ta:hnic'al Counc for dIItJf'~ of jldo . Ill lhis trIdt.1\Of . I
.1lII reqwnnnlY-~ by lI$l.j llr fOlI 10taLe F1 in chcINdy .
'The t\'lfU.1lMlo of t!lc SCCP ~\~I II TtdlnJcal fOf Ibc SfUt " judo .. iD form pan of die
rtquirtmelll, for l !ob5l:rn~iIl~)c.. Mtmoriltl"lIi\ tniI)·olSntofoundbnd. Thi,t\a1U.11io111
is bt inr supmistd b) . Dr. M.,. lCenntd y Ed.D.• .1 nor ed evaluator frC'ftIlfIt r ...nmy of \ .. .:1oria ill
Brili'h Columbia. and Or. B.uil K.1\"a.1Ulh Ph. D_. a , potU P')"d\oIoP5I frora !ot.emorial l"lIhcr5i!y of
~.. foundbnd..
In addilion 10 my inl~S1 in Itit pr~ from 1 1hni' pt n pt ..:th~. I II.t\t a ptIlOlW onto I b:l't JO
)Tat'$ tJp:ntllCt in judo. and I IIa\T anairwd lilt rw or YOOlbR IFounb D3n Bbct Jkohl. M " TU. I am
"'rtirotd II: ~\d 1II in judo and am iIl\l~h-td in Itit It\d IVIV pro;qm. I ~ abo ee Ift.I5Ift' tovne
cooducll)r;M It ..tl s I. 2.4 J. iDj udoand . Ihtuy COl'rst c;onJllClora11t\ d ', I & !.
ADinflll'ln.1rioR pItltKd in !hi, t \"llll.1lion is Printy roorldt aOaJ an.I &I 110blllt .ill indi\~, lit
idcn lirltCl P¥ti..-ipzrion ill IN5 Wdy is \du.nl3I')" and )'09 IN)' .. il~- :1(111) . lime. The"~IIMJl1 bas
rt \'Ti\"td appI'O \ a1 of Judo C~ and Judo Canada ", SCCP CommiDft UIUrr !otr . O)~" u ...tD IS ItIII of
Itit F::K"Il Ily of EdlK.1lioa EIhic5 :andRt \lr w COf1VTIint t &I !o1cmon.L Tbc f tslllUi of dIis ,,-aI.-ioa "Ill bt
m.1dt ...ilable 10 JudoC...u", S CCP Convnill«. !he EUCllti\~ COdVTIiDft . as .TO as dIc :'\CCP
CommilU'eS in )'WI" prO\ince . A cop). ...ill aI\o tat lNdc 1lo000J.1b\e 10~ p.uticip3linr in lhe:t \ aJll3lion
Upon KqWH .
TheMftIl or Ihi5 5U.f\<:) is 10~It andt'\".1ll1.1lC lilt' iuun; and .."t'n.:MlS dI:II ~ou. Ihr desiptn.
.1dmini'b".1lon,. !ofUlt r CourwCoodUClon..3IldCou rw Condu..1on oflbt I,.,e\d II Tt..1InicaJ Count' fot judo
f",1 should bt in.:luded IS SWlO:brds for Ihis prop-a m. T'bt W Dcb nk . dI WIl bt t\'llI~ltd in F'twe It by
lhov . -boIIa\T IOIknIIhe c:ooanc.. .Y0\! ...1IIbt~ 10 Ql Cdi fft1TrlCi:ssut' W ..'"OlK'ffIlJ ak t.id)-CO\'~ ill
Iht preSomI Tt d'lniQJ u \cI II" IS "'1'0 IS r~It\"a1 issutS .lIld C'Ol1o.~ aJJr nstd ill dlt It\d II "Thc:oty
COUnt, In ~ilion. l OU...ill be u ked 10COi"llribu!.: reese issutS and~rm ~0I.l rn:1 mou ld be indudtd in
1IwcoUnt. lbt QUffiionnaiR .. in ukt appfOl imald)- IS mlnul~ oI ~DUI"timt IOcompktc" Ir ponib~. lQ'
lo ret uni lIle,u°tJ bJ Stpc nnllt t ll,l996.
If )_ ha\1' IR) . queSlions ot COflC't'InS rt ,.vdin, this t'\-:lI I~ rJt:lSt CCWlIK'f I'IW all 1(70917-17
.1009 or Fat.I'IW a111htA I'IW IlIImbtf . !of)- ttrI.1l1add reu i5tplbnl_ pbI o "'"5 mun.Q. If * aII). timt you
...i sll 10 ~.... 10 I ftlOUrce ptnOft II(lI I s$OCialt'd . -jlt this 5!\Jd)" pkaso: \'Olll.:rod Dr. Pauiaa C.1IIIlin, .
An ociart DUll " Rn.: a" ."h ~nd ~\<:Iop<nt nl ;If !ott mori.1.ll" lIi\ t'n if)' of S.: .. !ound1.1lld" 51. John ·s . :'\.r . A I 8
.' X8 or Fu lt 70911J7 :!J.&S.
Tllornas L CWlaIll B. A. • . Ed.
M.Ed _CandicbIe
Mtmori.1.ll~niwniJ)" ofSt...{ou lldl.:roncl
.....
Thomas L Gallant SA. &8. EdThmgymdtpg; 138
DearCOIch:
I am a gndualte srudt nl ln:lhc l'aculryofeducation at Memorial Uni\cnity 0(
NC\ f oundland. I am conducl ing an ~.. lua tion oftJre NCCP lC\e12 T«hnical for the
sport of j udo. Then alualion \lo;1I Conn part orille Icquir.:menls for a Masten Degree in
Educat ion at Memorial Uni,crsity of Nc\\rfound land. This evaluation is being supc n.-isc:d
by Dr. MM)"Kennedy Ed D.,' notedevaluat or, from the Unh'CT5i~' of Victoria in British
Columbia. and Dr. Basil KJ.UNlugh Ph. D.• • sports ps}'chologisl (rom Memorial
Uni\ 'crsity of~foundland.
I am ~u.=sting )our cooperation by fillin g ou t the attached su",'cy and returning i' to me
ASAP. As a small eeucemeet, I will be givi ng a way I lop quality judogi lTom Jul>ado
Inc. valued at 5200.00to thosc\\00 return the survey \\i thin two weeksar retei ving it
In add ition to rn)"inter$ in lheprogram from a thes is perspeenve, I have. personal one.
I have 31 )C'an experienceinjudo, and ( N\'e ana ined the rank ofYondan(Fourth Dan
Black Belt). As "dl, 1amcertified at l..evc11lI in j udoandam in\oh~ in the level lVN
program, I am also tho: master coarse conductor at levels I, 2, &: 3. in judo for Nf and .
theorycourse COndUClor at levers I & 2, As well, I hne b«TI th<vice president of Judo
Canada foc7 ~;nrs...
This sur-'C)' will go10a rcpt~n!ati \-e sample of coaches who ha\e !aLai the course,
This sample ,, -ill bechosenbyrandom sample. My purposein doing this a aluation will
be two-fold Firstly, to Fulfill mytbesis requirements and secondly, to improve the level
2 technical course. The intent of this survey is to evaluate the present COUTSe, using the
standards andcriteria listed in this survey, The standardswere formulated from lhe
concerns anddesiresof thedesigneB,administrators. mastercourse: conductors. and
course conduclOfS or the NCCPlevel 21echnica l fOt the spottof Judo"
All information gatheredin this evaluation is strictly confidential and al no time will
individuals be idl:nlilied. Participation in this study is lfolunwy and patlicipanlSmay
wi tbdrawat an~' time, Theeo.-aluation has received appro\ al from the faculty of
Education's EthiC'S RaiewCom mittee at Memorial Uni\"tI'$it\"ofN..:wfoundland. I
would like to assure ~"OU thatmyresearch ....i ll be conducted i~ accordance "i th the
Memorial Uni\enityofN C\\foundland Faculty of Education EthicsCommittcc
Guidelines. If at an)' timeyouwish to speak 10 a resource person not as~iated ....i lh this
study. pleasecontactDr. Patricia Canning. Associate Dean, Research and Development
at Memorial Unhc rsity of Ncwfoundland,.51.John's Nc\\foundland, Al B 3X8 or Fax
' (109)1J7 234' .
) F~ s-..SL JcN '.. NF, A IO IGJ ; Phanl>'Ftt 1t7O'il1".' lOO9
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The resul ts arthis eu'luation "ill bemade available 10JudoCanada "s NCCPComminec.
lhe Executive Committee, as wellas (he NCCPComminccs in !>-our peevinee. A~·
",ill also be made .J.\2ilable 10 those participating in the evaluation upon request
Thank lOU for ~-our lime and consideration.
Sincere ly,
~fJ/~
Thomas L Gallant B. A.• 8 . Ed.
Graduate Student
Memorial Uni, -mily of Newf ound1and
encl.
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